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NEWS FROM HOPE COLLEGE
is our duty to equip all of our students to flourish 
in the diverse context of our country, our continent 
and our world.”
 In the context of a university, the reference 
to Mandela resonates on another level as well, 
since, Professor Botman noted, Mandela valued 
education.
 “He once said the most powerful weapon 
which you can use to change the world is 
education,” Professor Botman said.  “Now, the 
interesting thing about Mandela’s legacy is that it 
goes both ways:  it is not only about how institutions 
can make a difference in society, but also about 
how society impacts on universities.”
 Professor Botman explained that Stellenbosch 
University has changed extensively in the two 
decades since apartheid ended.  For example, 
he said, while Stellenbosch University originally 
served only white students, today one third of the 
enrollment is black—which the university is striving 
to increase to 50 percent by 2018.
 Stellenbosch’s concomitant emphasis on 
inclusivity, he said, is designed to help ensure that 
the university features a welcoming culture in which 
everyone feels at home.  “This striving to make 
Stellenbosch an inclusive institution encompasses 
the whole campus, and includes aspects such 
as language, culture, sport, environment and 
institutional practices,” he said.
 The resulting community, he said, not only 
serves students better, but also helps the university 
better serve as a catalyst for change.
 “A diversity of staff, students, knowledge, ideas 
and perspectives can enhance the quality of core 
academic activities,” he said.  “Academic excellence 
is limited without the intellectual challenges 
brought by a diversity of people and ideas.”
 “Exposure to a diversity of people and ideas 
puts things into perspective,” he said.  “It makes 
you realize that you do not know everything, and 
that you can enrich your life with the views of 
others.  It also teaches you not to fear the unknown, 
and to be tolerant even though you may not agree.  
That is of tremendous value in a globalizing world 
that is becoming ever more integrated as all kinds 
of borders are fading.”
Quote, unquote is an eclectic          sampling of things said at and 
about Hope College.
 In his keynote address, “Mandela’s Children: 
Shaping a University,” Professor Botman discussed 
the way that Stellenbosch University has been 
working to create a more inclusive staff and student 
body and institutional culture, the better to educate 
all students and serve society.
 “South Africa’s Constitution says the country 
‘belongs to all who live in it…  united in our 
diversity.’  But this won’t happen automatically,” 
he said.  “This is a responsibility that civil 
society cannot abdicate to the government.  And 
universities have a particular duty to promote 
inclusivity and tolerance.”
 The phrase “Mandela’s Children” in his 
keynote’s title, Professor Botman explained, refers 
to the generation of young people born since South 
Africa’s transition from apartheid to democracy, 
signposted by Nelson Mandela’s release from prison 
in 1990 after 27 years.  “They are the first inheritors 
of a dream come true—the dream of an inclusive, 
non-racial country belonging to all who live in it, 
both black and white,” he said.
 “Our challenge is to figure out how to give 
them the space they need to develop into the 
‘change agents’ he wanted them to be,” he said.  “It 
In reflecting on how the 
university he leads is helping shape 
and has been shaped by change in 
South Africa, Professor H. Russel 
Botman shared a vision that speaks to 
the role that can be played by higher 
education elsewhere as well.  Professor 
Botman, who is rector and vice-
chancellor of Stellenbosch University in South Africa, spoke through 
the college’s new Presidential Colloquium lecture series on Tuesday, 
March 4, in Dimnent Memorial Chapel.  Immediately prior to his 
address, he was presented an honorary degree, the Doctor of Letters, 
by Hope in recognition of his leadership in higher education and the 
Reformed church to promote a more just society for all South Africans.
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For decades, Hope has provided students with the opportunity to dedicate spring 
break to helping others and growing in understanding through mission trips around 
the country as well as abroad, experiences that are technically termed “immersion 
trips” to reflect their holistic emphasis on engagement with the communities visited 
and how students can connect their faith and academic lessons to the world’s needs.  
More than 200 Hope students participated in such trips this year, including 13 
immersion trips coordinated by the Campus Ministries Office as well as four others 
organized through other programs at the college and an area church.  Pictured is the 
vessel that transported a team that traveled to Brazil as part of an on-going mission 
to minister to the medical and spiritual needs of the people of remote villages on the 
Amazon and its tributaries.
 Distinctive
    Hope
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Events
ACADEMIC CALENDAR
June Term—Through June 27
July Term—June 30-July 25
Fall Semester
Aug. 22, Friday—Residence halls 
open for new students, 10 a.m.
Aug. 22-25, Friday-Monday—New 
Student Orientation
Aug. 24, Sunday—Residence halls 
open for returning students, noon
Aug. 24, Sunday—Convocation for 
new students and parents, 2 p.m.
Aug. 26, Tuesday—Classes begin, 
8 a.m.
Sept. 1, Monday—Labor Day, 
classes in session
Sept. 23, Tuesday—Convocation to 
open Critical Issues Symposium, 
7 p.m.
Sept. 24, Wednesday—Critical 
Issues Symposium
Oct. 3-8, Friday, 6 p.m. to 
Wednesday, 8 a.m—Fall Recess
Oct. 18, Saturday—Homecoming
Oct. 31-Nov. 2, Friday-Sunday—
Family Weekend 
Nov. 27-Dec. 1, Thursday, 8 a.m. to 
Monday, 8 a.m.—Thanksgiving 
Recess
Dec. 5, Friday—Last day of classes
Dec. 8-12, Monday-Friday—
Semester examinations 
Dec. 12, Friday—Residence halls 
close, 5 p.m.
Spring Semester
Jan. 4, Sunday—Residence halls 
open, noon
Jan. 6, Tuesday—Classes begin, 8 
a.m.
Feb. 6-11, Friday, 6 p.m. to 
Wednesday, 8 a.m.—Winter 
Recess
March 13-23, Friday, 8 a.m. to 
Monday, 8 a.m.—Spring Recess
April 3, Friday—Good Friday, 
classes not in session
April 23, Thursday—Honors 
Convocation, Dimnent Memorial 
Chapel, 7 p.m.
April 24, Friday—Spring Festival. 
Classes dismissed at 3 p.m.
April 27-May 1, Monday-Friday—
Semester examinations 
May 1, Friday—Residence halls 
close for those not participating in 
Commencement, 5 p.m. 
ADMISSIONS
Campus Visits: The Admissions 
Office is open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
weekdays, and from September 
through May is also open from 
9 a.m. until noon on Saturdays.  
Tours and admissions interviews are 
available during the summer as well 
as the school year.  Appointments 
are recommended.
Visit Days:  Visit Days offer 
specific programs for prospective 
students, including transfers and 
high school juniors and seniors.  
The programs show students and 
their parents a typical day in the life 
of a Hope student.  The days for 
2014-15 are:
 Fri., Sept. 26 Fri., Nov. 21
 Fri., Oct. 10 Mon., Jan. 19
 Mon., Oct. 13 Fri., Jan. 23
 Fri., Oct. 17 Fri., Jan. 30
 Fri., Oct. 24 Fri., Feb. 13
 Fri., Oct. 31 Mon., Feb. 16
 Fri., Nov. 7 Fri., Feb. 27
 Fri., Nov. 14
Junior Days:  Spring-semester 
Visit Day programs designed 
especially for juniors.
 Fri., March 27
 Fri., April 10
 Fri., April 17
For further information about any 
Admissions Office event, please call 
(616) 395-7850, or toll free 1-800-
968-7850; check on-line at www.hope.
edu/admissions; or write: Hope College 
Admissions Office; 69 E. 10th St.; PO 
Box 9000; Holland, MI; 49422-9000.
SUMMER CAMPS
Throughout the summer, Hope 
is hosting multiple science camps 
for children; hands-on science 
academies for middle school 
students and high school students; 
workshops for STEM (science, 
technology, engineering and 
mathematics) teachers; and a 
variety of sports camps.  Additional 
information is available at hope.
edu/camps. 
HOPE SUMMER REPERTORY THEATRE
HSRT’s exciting 43rd season includes 
The Sound of Music, A Raisin in the Sun, 
Hot Mikado and The Matchmaker, as 
well as the children’s shows The Doll 
People and Alexander and the Terrible, 
Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day.
Tickets are available weekdays 
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at either 
the ticket office in the theatre 
lobby of the DeWitt Center or at 
the downtown ticket office in the 
Events and Conferences Office on 
the main floor of 100 E. Eighth St. 
(Anderson-Werkman).  In addition, 
the DeWitt Center ticket office is 
open on all performance nights, 
including Saturdays, from noon 
until intermission.  The ticket office 
can be called at (616) 395-7890.  








 Topic: “Technology and the 
Future of Being Human”
Pull Tug-of-War—Saturday, 
Sept. 27, 3 p.m.
 Across the Black River
Nykerk Cup Competition—




 Dimnent Memorial Chapel
Celebration of Undergraduate 
Research and Creative 
Performance—Friday, April 10
 DeVos Fieldhouse, 2:30-5:30 p.m.
Honors Convocation—
Thursday, April 23, 7 p.m.
 Dimnent Memorial Chapel
Baccalaureate and 
Commencement—Sunday, May 3
 Dimnent Memorial Chapel and 
Ray and Sue Smith Stadium 
(DeVos Fieldhouse if rain)
DANCE
Cecchetti International Ballet 
School Concerts—Saturday, July 
19
 Knickerbocker Theatre
 10:30 a.m. and noon
 Admission is free.
ALUMNI, PARENTS & FRIENDS
Community Day—Saturday, 
Sept. 13
 Includes the sights of Windmill 
Island Gardens throughout 
the day; a picnic on the DeVos 
Fieldhouse lawn from 11 a.m. to 
1 p.m.; football action at Ray and 
Sue Smith Stadium at 1:30 p.m.; 
and a men’s soccer game at Van 
Andel Soccer Stadium at 7 p.m.
Homecoming Weekend—
Friday-Sunday, Oct. 17-19
 Alumni of all ages are invited 
to connect through alumni 
events, campus tours, athletics 
and arts events, and more.  
Special highlights will include 
celebrations of the 20th 
anniversary of the Gathering 
worship service and the 180th 
anniversary of the Fraternal 
Society.  More information 
is available at hope.edu/
homecoming.
Family Weekend—Friday-
Sunday, Oct. 31-Nov. 2
 Events for families of current 
students, including the 
President’s Breakfast, activities 
for siblings and the Nykerk Cup 
competition.  More information 
is available at hope.edu/
familyweekend.
For more information concerning the above 
events, please call the Office of Public and 
Community Relations at (616) 395-7860 
or the Office of Alumni and Parent Relations 
at (616) 395-7250 or visit the Alumni 
Association online at: hope.edu/alumni.
INSTANT INFORMATION
Updates on events, news and 
athletics at Hope may be obtained 
online 24 hours a day.
  hope.edu/pr/nfhc
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Campus Scene
H.O.P.E. AWARD:  
Stein Slette ’87 of the 
kinesiology faculty was  
presented the 50th “Hope 
Outstanding Professor 
Educator” (H.O.P.E.) 
Award by the graduating 
Class of 2014 during 
Commencement on 
Sunday, May 4.
Professor Slette, pictured as he received the 
award from Mallory Smith ’14 of Grand Haven, 
Michigan, president of the college’s chapter 
of Mortar Board,  is an assistant professor of 
kinesiology.  His current service on the faculty 
began in 2008, but he also taught at the college 
during the latter 1980s and mid 1990s.
He teaches a variety of courses in the 
Department of Kinesiology.  During the 2013-
14 school year, for example, the mix included 
the introductory “Health Dynamics” course; 
the upper-level “Anatomical Kinesiology” and 
“Mechanical Analysis of Human Movement” 
courses and “Exercise Physiology” laboratory; 





HONORED:  The 
Club Animalia student 
organization has received 
the national “Outstanding 
Community Service 
Award” from the American 
Pre-Veterinary Medical 
Association (APVMA) for 
the second consecutive year.
The award was presented during the 
association’s 2014 Annual Symposium, held 
on Friday-Sunday, March 21-23, at Iowa State 
University in Ames, Iowa.
The APVMA consists of nearly 100 
institutions from around North America, 
only four of which are liberal arts colleges.  
Approximately 400 students from more than 60 
colleges and universities attended the symposium.
 Club Animalia works to promote the human-
animal bond on campus and throughout the 
greater Holland area, and to provide services 
to students in order to increase awareness and 
stimulate interest in careers related to animal 
care.  The group also provides voluntary services 
to those who work for the betterment of animals.  
Club Animalia has about 20 active members, 
and hosts the college’s pre-veterinary students as 
well as many students interested in education and 
community service.
 Pictured is one the club’s many (and popular) 
activities:  co-sponsoring interaction with therapy 




CARE: Hope received 
statewide recognition 
for its environmental 
stewardship during an 
appropriate occasion:  
the planting of a young 
tree on Earth Day, 
Tuesday, April 22, to replace a 160-year-old elm 
that was lost to a storm.
 Hope has been certified by the Michigan 
Turfgrass Environmental Stewardship Program 
(MTESP), culminating an extensive, multi-year 
review of the college’s grounds management 
practices.
The certification was presented in 
conjunction with a ceremony during which Hope 
planed a Princeton elm at the President’s Home 
to replace an American elm destroyed during 
a wind storm (pictured are Kelly Knapp and 
Greg Maybury, director of operations and chief 
sustainability officer at Hope).  Its age estimated at 
more than 160 years, the fallen tree predated even 
the chartering of Hope in 1866.
 Hope has an on-going tradition of planting a 
tree on every Earth Day and Arbor Day.  Spread 




DEGREE:  Hope 
presented a Doctor 
of Letters on 
Tuesday, March 
4, to Professor H. 
Russel Botman, 
rector and vice-
chancellor of Stellenbosch University in South 
Africa, in recognition of his leadership in higher 
education and the Reformed church to promote a 
more just society for all South Africans.
“Russel Botman is admired internationally 
as a leader in higher education, the Reformed 
church and South African society,” said President 
John C. Knapp. “He was instrumental in bringing 
about the peaceful end of South African apartheid 
and has since mobilized one of Africa’s leading 
universities to help solve the many problems 
facing his country and region.”
During the March 4 event, scheduled through 
the college’s Presidential Colloquium lecture 
series and held in Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 
Professor Botman (pictured with President 
Knapp) was also the featured speaker.  Excerpts 
from his keynote address, “Mandela’s Children: 
Shaping a University,” are featured in the 
“Quote, unquote” column on page two.
A biographical overview of Professor Botman 
and his career and impact not only through his 
leadership at Stellenbosch University but beyond 
is available on the college’s website.
  hope.edu/pr/nfhc
 
VICE PRESIDENT:  Jennifer Fellinger 
has been appointed to the newly 
created position of vice president for 
public affairs and marketing at Hope.
 She comes to the college with a 
variety of experiences in marketing and 
communications in education, serving 
most recently as vice president for 
marketing and communication at Saint Martin’s 
University in Lacey, Washington, for the past 
three years.  She will begin her time at Hope in 
early July.
 As vice president, Fellinger will lead the 
college’s newly established Division of Public Affairs 
and Marketing.  The division blends programs and 
initiatives that have been functioning independently 
of one another, including the college’s Office of 
Public and Community Relations, Events and 
Conferences Office, Integrated Marketing Team, 
admissions materials, video production, social 
networking and more, to enable Hope to more 
fully benefit from their efforts.
 She noted that she looks forward to 
partnering with others at Hope to build the 
college’s visibility by sharing the many success 
stories of students, alumni, faculty and staff.
 “What makes Hope College distinctive 
is its long-standing tradition of academic 
excellence within a Christ-centered educational 
environment,” she said.  “This is a campus 
community that actively explores and embraces 
what it means to be an institution of Christian 
higher education in, and for, the 21st century.  
This is a place where individuals dwell and grow 
together in a vibrant intellectual culture that 
values scholarship, collaboration and service.  
With these strengths, Hope College is uniquely 
positioned to gain global recognition.”
 “I am deeply humbled by the warm and 
enthusiastic welcome I’ve received from members 
of the Hope community,” she added.  “Their 
passion for the school’s mission is inspiring, as is 
their commitment to liberal arts education.”
  hope.edu/pr/nfhc
HOPE IN PICTURES:  Please visit the college 
online to enjoy extensive photo galleries organized 
by topic and chronicling a variety of events in the 
life of Hope.  Pictured is this year’s Celebration 
of Undergraduate Research 
and Creative Performance, 
held on Friday, April 11, at 
the Richard and Helen DeVos 
Fieldhouse.  The event featured 
234 projects, representing 
every academic division (arts, 
humanities, natural and 
applied sciences, social sciences) conducted by 
352 Hope students both independently and in 
collaboration with peers and faculty mentors.  
Many students, 160-plus, are conducting research 
full-time this summer; Hope has the largest 
summer undergraduate research program in the 
nation among non-Ph.D.-granting institutions.
  hope.edu/pr/gallery
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Campus SceneA Greater Hope
The college’s A Greater Hope comprehensive campaign has made a lasting difference 
college-wide, from providing additional 
scholarship aid for students; to enhancing 
multiple academic and co-curricular 
programs; to providing major annual support 
through the college’s Hope Fund.
 While much of  the impact has been 
behind the scenes, its breadth and depth is 
embodied visibly by another far-reaching and 
lasting component of  A Greater Hope: additions 
to the campus itself  that span Hope from east 
to west.
 Many are already manifest: the Boeve 
Baseball Stadium and Wolters Softball Stadium; 
the Van Andel Soccer Stadium; the VandePoel-
Heeringa Stadium Courts; and the Haworth 
Engineering Center. Others, though, herald the 
shape of  Hope to come.
 It’s a future that’s becoming increasingly  
apparent, and is only months away, as work 
forges ahead on the Jack H. Miller Center for 
Musical Arts and the Kruizenga Art Museum, 
each scheduled to open during the 2015-16 
school year. Completion of  the highly anticipated 
buildings will enable the college to start work 
on another eagerly awaited addition to campus:  
the Jim and Martie Bultman Student Center.
 They are future landmarks all. They are 
remarkable as literal additions to the landscape 
of  Hope, but are especially noteworthy for the 
way in which they will enrich student learning 
and enhance campus and community life for 
decades hence.
BuildingHope
Anticipation grows as the Jack H. Miller Center for Musical Arts and  
the Kruizenga Art Museum take shape, with the Jim and Martie Bultman  
Student Center on deck.
 Located adjacent to downtown, the 
towering, 64,000-square-foot Jack H. Miller  
Center for Musical Arts is a dramatic addition not 
only to campus but to the landscape of  Holland.
 It will play an important role in both music 
performance and music education at Hope, in 
addition to serving as a venue for performances 
and other activities by community organizations, 
including as a resource for area music teachers 
and area schools for conferences, competitions 
and recitals.
 The main 800-seat concert hall, an  
acoustically superior space that will be unique 
in the region in housing an embedded concert 
organ, is the building’s most dominant 
feature, but it is literally and figuratively being 
surrounded by other elements that will be equally 
transformative. Additional notable components 
of  the building include a smaller, 125-seat 
recital hall for more intimate performances; 
dedicated rehearsal space for the college’s 
several choral and instrumental ensembles; 17 
individual practice rooms; an updated piano lab; 
a computer lab; a percussion studio; a recording 
studio; two general-use classrooms; and 24 
faculty teaching studios and offices.
 The Kruizenga Art Museum has been 
developed with an emphasis on engaging faculty 
and students from many academic disciplines 
in the study and interpretation of  art, and is 
envisioned as an educational resource not only 
for the college but for West Michigan.
 Features include two galleries: one, totaling 
1,513 square feet, that will display ceramics, 
prints and other works from the college’s 
Permanent Collection in semi-fixed displays; 
and another, totaling 1,980 square feet, that will 
showcase special collections including traveling 
exhibitions, in two to four shows annually. The 
building will also include curatorial space and 
storage space for the Permanent Collection, 
and a small classroom for the study of  artwork. 
The museum will complement the De Pree 
Art Center, which will also continue to 
host exhibitions in addition to housing the 
offices and faculty and student studios of  the 
department of  art.
 The design of  the building, by architect  
Matt VanderBorgh ’84 of  The Hague, The  
Netherlands, who is director of  C Concept 
Design, is itself  distinctive, reminiscent of   
an artist’s palette. An integral part of  the space,  
the surrounding grounds will include a  
sculpture garden.
 Live webcams provide the opportunity to 
check in on the progress being made on the 
Jack H. Miller Center for Musical Arts (hope.
edu/millercenter) and the Kruizenga Art 
Museum (hope.edu/kruizenga-art-museum) 24 
hours a day, from anyplace in the world.
 More detailed information about each 
 The 42,000-square-foot Jim and Martie  
Bultman Student Center will be a multi-purpose 
gathering and meeting space at the heart of  campus.
 The building will be located on the site  
currently occupied by Nykerk Hall of  Music,  
so construction can’t begin until after the  
Department of  Music moves into the new music 
center. The student center is being designed 
to make the most of  its picturesque location, 
arguably the most beautiful and certainly the 
most historic part of  campus, with a two-level, 
west-facing “family room” lounge area looking 
out across the Pine Grove and environs.
 A large, multi-purpose room with links to  
an adjacent patio will provide space for a variety 
of  program possibilities. A theatre will host 
activities such as the long-running student 
film series, speakers, or Nykerk practices. A 
small prayer chapel will provide a place to 
worship and reflect on God. Multiple student 
organizations will have offices and shared 
space for working on projects. The building 
will also have a state-of-the-art food and coffee 
area. In addition, the main east-west hallway, 
dubbed “Route 66,” will connect the center to 
the adjacent DeWitt Center.
of  the three buildings is available online, 
as is information about the entire A Greater 
Hope comprehensive campaign.  The college 
continues to seek support for all three projects, 
with fund-raising a particular priority for the 




Jack H. Miller 
Center for Musical Arts
Jim and Martie Bultman Student Center
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Graduation ’14
In the fall of 2010, Dr. Sonja Trent-Brown of the psychology faculty was the first professor to 
address the members of the newly arrived Class 
of 2014 as they prepared to begin their college 
years.
 On Sunday, May 4, she spoke with them as 
their time at Hope drew to a close, presenting the 
address “What are Your Intentions?” during the 
college’s 149th Commencement, held at Ray and 
Sue Smith Stadium.
 Four years earlier, Dr. Trent-Brown had 
delivered the college’s Opening Convocation 
address, “A Multi-‘tude’ of Opportunity,” 
encouraging the then-freshmen to make the most 
of the multi-faceted education ahead of them.  As 
the students prepared to graduate, she advised 
them to pursue all the years ahead with the same 
deliberate spirit.
 “I challenge you, Class of 2014, to be salt and 
light in the world; to be the servant leaders you 
have been called to be and have been prepared to 
be,” said Dr. Trent-Brown, an associate professor 
of psychology, as she presented “What are Your 
Intentions?”  “Strive to meticulously cultivate 
intentionality in all that you do, in all that you 
say, in all that you teach, wherever you may 
follow, and wherever you lead.”
Nearly 700 seniors participated in the 
ceremony.  The class consisted of students 
from throughout the United States as well as 
foreign nations including Bolivia, Brazil, China, 
Germany, Honduras, Japan, Kenya, Poland, 
South Korea and Taiwan.
It was the first Commencement in the 
presidency of Dr. John C. Knapp, who became 
the college’s 12th president on July 1, 2013.
Prior to the Commencement address, 
the graduating class presented the 50th “Hope 
Outstanding Professor Educator” (H.O.P.E.) 
Award to Stein Slette ’87, assistant professor 
of kinesiology.  The award, first given in 1965, 
is presented by the graduating class to the 
professor who they feel epitomizes the best 
qualities of the Hope educator.
Intentionality, Dr. Trent-Brown noted, 
should be approached holistically, built on the 
cornerstones of integrity, inference, investment 
and impact.
 “It means that we give active, conscious 
thought to every decision and undertaking; that 
we give prior consideration to our underlying 
motivations for the endeavors and choices 
we are planning to make; that we first inform 
ourselves and seek understanding before drawing 
inferences and conclusions and before finalizing 
the approach that will be the best fit for our 
enterprise,” she said.  “It means that we consider 
the impact that our actions might have on others, 
on our community, and on our environment, 
and weigh the risks, benefits and probabilities for 
successful outcomes for all constituencies.”
 Intentionality is assisted, Trent-Brown said, 
by three additional considerations:  a clear vision 
for what the goal is and why; commitment to the 
goal and being accountable for the choices made 
in pursuing it; and a clear goal and perseverance. 
The graduates will find guidance, she noted, in 
the word of God.
 “To be intentional, we must begin from a 
place of authenticity, first knowing who we are, 
and knowing whose we are,” she said.
“We are members of the body of Christ 
and, as such, are guided by God’s word,” Dr. 
Trent-Brown said.  “Let the word of God abide 
in you and be your guide and when asked ‘What 
are your intentions?’—they will be beyond 
reproach.”
Her hope, she noted, was that the graduates 
would look back on their lives with the same 
sense of time well spent to which she had 
encouraged them to aspire four years before.
 “Four years ago I said to you, ‘Wouldn’t 
it be fabulous if on Commencement day 2014, 
instead of saying, “I wish I had,” you’ll be able 
say, “I’m glad I did,” ’ ” Dr. Trent-Brown said.  
“After today, when looking back over the years 
yet to come, I hope you’ll be able to say, ‘I’m 
glad I was intentional about the choices I’ve 
made in my life.’”
 The college’s graduation activities began 
in the morning with the Baccalaureate service 
in Dimnent Memorial Chapel, during which 
the Rev. Dr. Gregg Mast ’74, president of New 
Brunswick Theological Seminary, delivered the 
sermon “For God so loved the world…”  He 
explored the all-encompassing nature of God’s 
love as including all of creation and all people, 
and the way that it serves as a model for how 
people of faith should live.
 He focused his sermon on John 3:16, which 
also provided the foundation for its title.  The 
passage reads:  “For God so loved the world that 
he gave his only Son, that whoever believes in 
him should not perish but have eternal life.”
 He based his message on the Greek word for 
world used by Jesus in the passage, “Kosmos,” 
which Dr. Mast noted refers to all of creation:  
the earth and all that’s on it, and the universe 
beyond.
 God’s love for the entirety of creation, Mast 
said, provides a guide to humankind in relating 
to the environment.
 “We are part of that world, and everything 
we do, good and bad, makes the web of life 
tremble,” he said.  “The pollution of air, water, 
outer space, the disappearance of thousands of 
unique species every year, make the web tremble, 
and we live in the web.”
 Crucially, Dr. Mast said, “Kosmos” also 
means “every human being that God has ever 
created or will ever create.”  Further, he said, 
God’s love for the world refers to—and calls for 
special attention to—“those who live outside 
the lines that we have drawn.  They are the 
invisible ones—the voiceless ones, the last and 
the least.”
 “For in God’s eyes and in God’s heart, the 
birth and death of each child is cause for equal 
joy and equal sorrow,” he said.  “It is for this 
reason that I am convinced that one of the most 
important challenges of the 21st century, Class of 
2014, your century, is to commit to true dialogue 
and service with people of every faith and no 
faith.  They, the people who don’t look like us, 
and live like us, and talk like us, and believe like 
us, can never be objects of our mission, but must 
always be subjects of our love—that is the heart 
of John 3:16.”
 Dr. Mast also explored the context of the 
biblical verse, noting that it is part of Jesus’ 
conversation with Nicodemus, a well-known 
Pharisee leader and scholar who the passage 
says visited Jesus at night—at a time, Mast said, 
that he was not likely to be seen.  Nicodemus, he 
explained, was subsequently transformed by the 
message, later even coming courageously with 
Joseph of Arimathea to collect Jesus’ crucified 
body.  Mast noted that he hoped that the 
graduates would find their lives similarly touched.
 “Imagine all of the difference one night 
made in his life,” Dr. Mast said.  “Love waited 
for the one who always led, to follow; the one 
who always taught, to learn; the one who felt he 
had arrived, to finally seek.  Love whispered and 
for Nicodemus, fear became faith, questions gave 
way to courage, and the darkness became light.  
As it was for Nicodemus, may it be for you, Class 
of 2014!”
The complete text of each address is available online, 
as is a gallery of images from Baccalaureate and 
Commencement.
  hope.edu/nfhc
Commencement speaker Dr. Sonja Trent-Brown of 
the psychology faculty, who had also addressed the 
members of the Class of 2014 during their Opening 
Convocation four years earlier, encouraged the 
graduates to pursue life with intentionality.
The Baccalaureate sermon was delivered by the Rev. 
Dr. Gregg Mast ’74, president of New Brunswick 
Theological Seminary, who explored the all-
encompassing message of John 3:16.
Members of the Class of 2014 celebrate friendship and the moment with a selfie as they await the march to 
Baccalaureate on Sunday, May 4.  Nearly 700 graduating seniors participated in the day’s celebrations, from 
throughout the United States as well as foreign nations including Bolivia, Brazil, China, Germany, Honduras, 
Japan, Kenya, Poland, South Korea and Taiwan.
“I challenge you, Class of 2014, to be salt and light in the 
world; to be the servant leaders you have been called to be and 
have been prepared to be.   Strive to meticulously cultivate 
intentionality in all that you do, in all that you say, in all that you 
teach, wherever you may follow, and wherever you lead. Let the 
word of God abide in you, and be your guide and when asked, 
‘What are your intentions?’—they will be beyond reproach.”
 – Dr. Sonja Trent-Brown
Continuing
theJourney
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In most contexts, having a group of  upperclassmen tell their younger peers to 
leave their college might seem like a problem.
 When they’re speaking during Hope’s  
International Education Week as part of  a 
panel presentation on study abroad, however, 
the message takes on a different character. In 
fact, as veterans of  semesters overseas, the four 
seniors are celebrating the experience as an  
important part of  a Hope education, meaningful 
not only for what they learned while away but 
for enriching their time back on campus and 
equipping them to thrive in the diverse world in 
which they will live and work in the years ahead.
 “I became so much more comfortable 
with myself  and knowing who I am,” said 
Kelsey Herbert of  Avon, Connecticut, an 
international studies and Spanish major who 
spent the spring of  2013 in Chile.
 “Obviously it’s super-possible to continue 
growing at Hope, and all of  us have grown 
every single semester,” she said. She noted, 
though, that she has especially valued her 
semester in South America for providing an 
opportunity to “grow in a different context and 
bring that back here and see how I can continue 
growing here based on what I’ve learned.”
 The event’s four panelists feel so strongly 
about the benefits of  international study that 
they each served this year as “study-abroad 
advisors,” mentors available to meet with 
other students who are considering a semester, 
year or even four-week summer term overseas 
and want perspective from a peer who has 
lived the experience. The student advisors 
complement the professional staff  of  the Office 
of  International Education as well as the 
multiple members of  the faculty whose teaching 
and research carry beyond the borders of  the 
United States.
 Hope students have access to more than 
200 program sites around the world, covering 
every continent except Antarctica and tailored 
to a wide range of  academic interests. Some 
are in English-speaking countries, so that 
understanding an additional language isn’t  
a prerequisite; in other cases, initial language 
acquisition is built in; and for many, applying 
and strengthening proficiency in another  
language is a significant part of  the experience.
 Herbert’s academic program included a 
major research project, but it was beyond the 
classroom that she often found the greatest 
impact—as epitomized by an evening spent 
making Japanese food with friends from Chile 
and Germany.
 “The opportunity for cross-cultural 
conversation—learning about Germany and 
Chile while making sushi—was really cool,” 
Herbert said. “I just think that’s what study-
abroad is, is bringing different people together.”
 Amelia Townsend of  Zionsville, Indiana, 
an international studies and psychology major, 
spent the spring of  2012 in Cape Town, South 
Africa.
 “South Africa was a great place for me to 
study because I’ve always been interested in 
learning about diversity, and I thought the 
parallels between South Africa experiencing 
apartheid and the end of  apartheid paralleled 
well with the Civil Rights Movement here,” 
she said. “It was interesting to see how both of  
those related to each other.”
 As she studied at the University of  Cape 
Town, as she learned the particulars of  public 
transportation, as she learned some of  the 
Tswana language to better communicate with 
new friends, as she took additional trips to places 
like Botswana and Zimbabwe and saw Victoria 
Falls, she also learned a few things about herself  
and how to appreciate opportunities she may  
not even have recognized at Hope prior to her 
time abroad.
 “Traveling and reaching out and being out of  
your comfort zone makes you more adventurous 
and brave in everyday life,” Townsend said. “It 
allowed me to create opportunities for myself  
and go try new restaurants here that I’ve  
never been, or join new clubs, or different work  
opportunities, or different school opportunities.”
 It’s perspective that she will carry well 
beyond graduation.
 “I learned a lot about myself  while I was 
abroad, but mostly that it is possible to make  
every place you’re in new and exciting as long as 
you don’t get caught up in a routine,” she said.
 Karen Harvey, a psychology major and 
ministry minor from Silverdale, Washington, 
threw herself  into not only a new culture but a 
new language when she enrolled in a semester-
long program in Beijing, China, in the spring 
of  2013. She didn’t need to know Chinese to 
attend—the academic program was taught in 
English specifically for students from abroad—
but her goals included learning at least some 
of  the language while she was there.
 The immersion wasn’t easy initially, 
especially in combination with the language 
barrier—living, as Harvey put it, “where I 
had no idea what anyone was saying ever.”
 “China is pretty much different in every way 
from Holland, Michigan,” she said. “So many 
things that I thought about myself, about other 
people and they way they are, about God, about 
traveling, were totally flipped around.”
 The language acquisition came in time. She 
recalls in particular a visit to a market and “the 
victory of  ‘Wow, I just bargained for this thing 
in Chinese. Even though they were trying to talk 
to me in English, I was able to keep answering 
in Chinese,’ and realize I did learn a lot and 
make a lot of  progress with the language.”
 Along the way, she was also learning to handle 
the differences and learning of  her capacity  
to do so, lessons themselves meaningful. “I  
definitely learned about my own ability to go 
with the flow, because you just have to do that,” 
she said.
 She’s glad to have had the experience, and 
advises others to likewise take advantage of  
the opportunity while in college, when they 
have the relative freedom to make the most of  
opportunities to travel (she especially enjoyed 
the two weeks she spent in Tibet through the 
program) and learn.
 “Even if  you were going to live overseas 
and work, with that you have more time  
commitment,” she said. “With study abroad, the 
point of  being there is to experience the culture, 
have fun and travel.”
 Spanish and education major Steven 
Skawski of  Elmhurst, Illinois, wasn’t 
expecting language to be a challenge when he 
spent the fall 2012 semester in Seville, Spain, 
but life had other plans when he knocked on 
the door of  the family with whom he’d be 
living during the coming months.
 “My whole family just greets me at the 
door, and they’re all speaking Spanish,” he 
said. “Here I’m thinking, ‘My Spanish level is 
okay. I should be able to comprehend most of  
this.’ And I literally did not understand a word 
they were saying. I was like, ‘Is this a Spanish-
speaking home?’”
 He was encountering a regional dialect that 
differed from the Spanish he’d been learning 
back home. “They kind of  combine phrases, they 
combine words, they leave out a lot of  syllables,” 
he said.
 Skawski persevered and ultimately thrived, 
finding himself  at home in the city and  
developing a circle of  friends.
 “Eventually I began to pick up on the slang 
speak,” he said. “Once I got over that barrier, 
everything seemed to ease up a little bit.”
 He, too, valued the opportunity to travel 
widely, visiting other nations including Germany, 
Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, Switzerland  
and Turkey.
 Certainly he improved his Spanish; definitely 
he learned to handle challenges and adjust  
to change; and equally, as he experienced the 
lessons that the world had to offer, he found 
his own enthusiasm for learning piqued.
 “I had my curiosity reawakened, meaning 
that I took more of  an interest in history, I took 
more of  an interest in artwork, took more of  
an interest in people in general after studying 
abroad,” Skawski said.
 “I’m just more enthusiastic about a lot of  
things after traveling, after seeing more,” he 
said. “It makes you have a hunger to learn 
more, see more.”
 Editor’s Note: Several students blog about their 
on-going study-abroad programs.  For more from those 




spent the spring 2013 semester in Beijing, China, and 
had a chance to visit landmarks like the Great Wall, 
immersing herself not only in a new culture but a new 
language as well. (Photo courtesy of Karen Harvey)
and
Again
Study abroad offers meaningful lessons beyond 
experience with the nation visited, providing 
perspective and self confidence that significantly enrich 
students’ time back on campus as well. Karen Harvey 
 
“Traveling and reaching out and being out of your comfort 
zone makes you more adventurous and brave in everyday 
life...  I learned a lot about myself while I was abroad, but 
mostly that it is possible to make every place you’re in new 
and exciting as long as you don’t get caught up in a routine.”
                                                                    – Amelia Townsend ’14, who studied in 
                                                                       Cape Town, South Africa in the spring of 2012.
Hope students have access to more than 200 program 
sites around the world, covering every continent 
except Antarctica and tailored to a wide range of 
academic interests. Spanish and education major 
Steven Skawski studied in Seville, Spain, honing his 
language with a home stay and university coursework. 
He’s pictured at Estadio Ramón Sánchez Pizjuán as 
Sevilla Football Club hosts Barcelona (Sevilla lost the 
heartbreaker 3-2). (Photo courtesy of Steven Skawski)
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It could be enough, when reflecting on the quality and impact of  the Department of  
Dance at Hope, to look at the alumni notes in 
the “Where Are They Now?” section of  the 
program’s website.
 It could be enough to know that the program 
is nationally accredited, or that it is one of  only 
250 arts programs of  all types nationwide—
among them not only dance, but also drama, 
music and creative writing—highlighted in the 
book Creative Colleges: A Guide for Student Actors,  
Artists, Dancers, Musicians and Writers. (The college’s  
program in creative writing is also featured in 
the book.)
 But that’s not enough, or at least not all.  
Those are valuable indictors, to be sure, and 
they speak well of  dance at Hope, but there’s 
merit in knowing how people feel about their  
experience, not only at the time but in 
retrospect. On that measure, the response to 
the department’s anniversary celebration in 
March speaks equally well. Built around the all-
department Dance 40 concert, the event drew 
120 alumni, a cohort spanning the entire four-
decade history of  the program, and attending not 
only from around the country but even overseas.
 “Making the decision to come back was 
simple,” said Charlotte van Coeverden ’02, a 
dance major who returned for the March 7-9 
reunion from Brussels, Belgium. “The Dance 
Department is my Hope College family.”
 van Coverden taught dance to children for 
several years after Hope and now works in digital 
media sales. Even though her career today 
doesn’t involve dance professionally, she contiues 
to find the lessons she learned, and especially 
how the department taught them, valuable.
 “The program instilled teamwork, grew my 
confidence and helped me learn how to accept 
constructive criticism,” she said.
 Dance began at Hope through the 
dedicated, visionary efforts of  Maxine 
DeBruyn, who is the Dorothy Wiley DeLong 
Professor Emerita of  Dance at Hope. Professor 
DeBruyn, who has continued to teach at the 
college since retiring in 2006, introduced the 
first dance class in the mid-1960s.
 The first annual faculty-choreographed 
concert, “Dance I,” was held in March 1975, 
the same year that dance became an academic 
minor at Hope. The academic program became 
a major in 1984, and has been accredited by 
the National Association of  Schools of  Dance 
since 1985.
 The department today includes five full-time 
faculty as well as a variety of  assisting and guest 
faculty, with a strong combination of  technique 
and theory. Technique emphases include ballet, 
Hip-Hop, jazz, modern, and tap, with a range 
of  other courses in composition; historical 
dance; specialized topics such as sacred dance, 
dance therapy, and skills and preparation for 
dance careers; and more. Hope also offers 
a K-12 dance-education major as well as 
elementary and secondary dance minors. 
 The coursework is complemented by 
numerous performance opportunities, including 
not only the annual March concert (which spans 
two weekends), but four student-choreographed 
dance concerts near the end of  each semester,  
and involvement with affiliated companies 
such as H2 Dance Company (formerly IDT 
and  dANCEpROjECt/Aerial Dance Theater), 
Sacred Dance and the Strike Time Dance  
Company that visits schools. Choreographing 
original pieces and working with faculty and  
other students in preparing pieces is itself  
a research experience, but students also 
become involved in research projects within 
the department as well as in cooperation 
with other departments such as biology and 
psychology (as featured in the October 2012 
issue of  News from Hope College).
 More than 320 students are enrolled in 
dance courses at any particular time. Of  those, 
about 65 have declared dance majors or minors 
(that population is effectively higher, since the 
official count doesn’t include freshmen and 
sophomores who haven’t yet declared a major).
Held in conjunction with the reunion, the Dance 40 concert featured a mix of works presented in earlier years as 
well as premieres of selections by the department’s newest faculty. “Ripples” by Matthew Farmer ’04 drew upon 
the film Oh Brother Where Art Thou (itself based on The Odyssey) for inspiration. (Photo by Erik Alberg ’90)   
 
 Numerous alumni are making their 
career in dance as dancers, choreographers, 
company directors or dance educators. Many 
students double-major, combining dance with 
majors ranging from business administration 
to chemistry to engineering to French to 
psychology, and carving out career paths that 
blend their chosen fields.
 Regardless of  whether they are working 
in dance or in another field, Linda Graham, 
professor of  dance and chairperson of  the  
department, noted that students are well served 
by experiencing the program in combination 
with the liberal arts education at Hope.
 “Our students are capable of  going on to 
become professional dancers if  they want to, 
but they are also capable of  becoming doctors, 
scientists, historians, lawyers—any profession 
you can name,” said Professor Graham, who has 
taught at Hope since 1983. “They are prepared 
to pursue their paths with confidence and  
curiosity and ability. The proof  is in the pudding 
—you can look at our alums. I’m so proud of  
them all.”
 William Crowley ’92, who flew in from 
Miami, Florida, for the anniversary celebration, 
is among the alumni making a career in dance. 
He is founder and artistic director of  Next Step 
Dance, which he established 12 years ago.  
He had also returned to campus in November  
to deliver a lecture, lead a master class and 
adjudicate the fall student-choreographed 
concerts, and is demand internationally as a 
teacher of  Graham Technique, with recent 
appearances in California, Michigan and New 
Mexico, and travel forthcoming to Belgium, 
France and the United Kingdom.
 “The dance program at Hope prepares you 
for all aspects of  a career in dance,” he said.  
“Classes in technique, composition and repertory  
prepare the dancer for the stage. Dance 
history provides a context in which to place 
yourself  in this long lineage of  performers and 
artists. Scholarship courses educate the young 
artist on all of  the important details on the 
business and financial side of  the arts. Along 
with all of  these valuable elements is the 
protocol, etiquette and respect that is taught 
in order for you to become a respectful and 
knowledgeable individual.”
 “It is an all-encompassing and 
comprehensive program,” Crowley said. 
“Outstanding, and it has justifiably been 
recognized as such on a national level.”
 The March anniversary celebration 
highlighted the program and its impact in a 
variety of  ways.
 “We wanted to take this time to celebrate 
what the faculty who have been here have 
developed, to engage with and enjoy what 
our new faculty are doing, and to look to the 
future,” Professor Graham said.
 Dance 40 itself  included not only the  
premieres of  works by new professors like 
Matthew Farmer ’04 and Angie Yetzke, who 
joined the faculy in 2011 and 2013 respectively, 
but new interpretations of  beloved pieces from 
the past, like “Snickerdoodles,” a restaging by 
Professor DeBruyn and faculty colleague Nikki 
Flinn ’97 of  a work by Professor DeBruyn from 
1992, and “En Passant, Game II,” a re-visitation 
by Professor Graham of  a contemporary ballet 
she created in 2004.
 The emphasis throughout the weekend, 
though, was on the people, and the fellowship 
and affection shared across 40 years shined 
through repeatedly, especially brightly during 
the master class taught by Professor DeBruyn 
early on Saturday morning. Fully 95 of  the 
alumni signed up for the event, prompting a 
hasty relocation to the Maas Center auditorium 
to accommodate them all.
 “The master class with Maxine was the 
highlight,” Crowley said. “She is unique and one 
of  a kind. It was so much fun to be around her 
energy and be a ‘student’ again.”
 Professor Graham enjoyed seeing former 
students, but more deeply she enjoyed seeing 
multiple generations of  Hope dancers talking 
together like old friends—even if  they had just 
met. In a sense, she reflected, they were, united 
not only by their experiences in the department 
that had helped shape them, whatever the era, 
but by their mutual experience with an art they 
continued to love.
 “There are so many experiences that are 
shared. There’s an instant bond even if  you 
don’t know the person,” Professor Graham said.  
“You share not only the physical experience, but 
the dedication, the commitment, the do-or-die.”
“I think there’s a tremendous vulnerability and 
consequent forming of  trust and generosity that 
come when you dance with people,” she said.  
“And it’s humbling. And it’s wonderful.”
 (Editor’s Note: Interested readers can enjoy the 
impressive “Where Are They Now?” alumni list, and 
learn much more about the Department of  Dance, online.)
  hope.edu/dance
“It is an all-encompassing 
and comprehensive 
program. Outstanding, 
and it has justifiably 
been recognized as such 
on a national level.”
                        – William Crowley ’92
Alumni spanning the entire 40-year history of the dance program at Hope gathered from across the country as 
well as abroad for the department’s 40-year celebration in March, a reflection (as is the spirit exhibited by the 
photo) of the tremendous affection with which the program is regarded. Dance is also highly regarded outside 
of Hope, and is one of only 250 arts programs of all types highlighted in the book Creative Colleges: A Guide for 
Student Actors, Artists, Dancers, Musicians and Writers. (Top photo and lower-right photo by Carly Henkel ’12)
Personal
Reputation,National
The master class led by department founder Maxine 
De Bruyn, who is the Dorothy Wiley De Long 
Professor Emerita of Dance, was so popular that it 
moved from one of the college’s dance studios into the 
Maas Center auditorium to accommodate all those 
who gathered to learn once again, as one put it, “at the 
feet of the master.”
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By Tessa Judge ’14
As an engineering major at Hope, Dr.       Courtney Clum ’06 Peckens appreciated 
the mentoring and opportunities she received as 
a student.
 Now, just eight short years after graduating, 
she’s back at Hope as a member of  the faculty, 
making a priority of  helping new generations of  
students grow into careers of  their own.
 “I thought I really knew the school when I 
was here as a student, but now that I’m back 
as a professor, I’ve realized that there’s a much 
bigger picture to look at,” Dr. Peckens says. 
“Rather than thinking about my four-year 
plan, I’m thinking long-term, about current 
students, future students who will come in, what 
the department can do with the program. It’s a 
long-distance picture.”
 Dr. Peckens returned this past fall after 
graduate studies at the University of  Michigan, 
where she completed her Master of  Science 
in Engineering in both electrical engineering 
and civil and environmental engineering, and 
Ph.D. in civil environmental engineering. Her 
vocational choice seems obvious in retrospect, 
but one reason that she was initially drawn to 
Hope as a student was that the college also 
offered options.
 “When I was trying to decide what college 
to go to and what to study, people told me I 
should be an engineer because I liked science 
and math,” Dr. Peckens said. “I chose Hope in 
the end because I liked the college’s size, and 
if  by some chance I didn’t like engineering, 
there were plenty of  alternatives. As soon as 
I got into the engineering program though, I 
loved it. I never had a second thought about 
changing majors.”
 Even as she stayed with engineering, Dr. 
Peckens made the most of  Hope’s rich liberal 
arts curriculum, double-majoring in French. 
She was able to study abroad for a semester 
in Nantes, France, during the spring term 
of  her junior year, but she was also able to 
combine her two majors together, almost by 
chance. In 2005, Dr. Peckens co-founded and 
became the vice president of  Hope’s chapter of  
Engineers Without Borders (EWB). During her 
time working with the organization, she helped 
lead two teams of  students to Cameroon, West 
Africa, where she was able to use both her 
knowledge of  the French language and skills 
acquired as an engineering major. She and the 
other students designed a water system for a 
community of  around 300 people that is still in 
use today.
 Dr. Peckens now advises current students on 
their EWB endeavors. Senior Isabel Morris of  
Albuquerque, New Mexico, was the chapter’s 
secretary this past year and will be president 
next year, and she and Dr. Peckens have been 
working quite closely to get applications for 
future projects together. Both Dr. Peckens and 
Morris strive to keep Hope’s EWB as professional 
and useful as possible.
 “EWB is passionate about making sure that 
the work that’s being done isn’t harmful. The 
organization would never want to go into 
a country and build a well without leaving 
the right resources for it to be used later,” 
Morris said. “Dr. Peckens has a lot of  really 
good professional advice. Her experience and 
perspective has taught her about the kind of  
guidance that we [EWB] need. We don’t need 
help knowing what we need to do; we need help 
thinking about what we need to do in terms of  
the engineering department, the college, and 
how we present ourselves.”
 Dr. Peckens has returned to a department 
that has grown significantly since she graduated. 
Not least of  all, engineering has a new home 
in the 9,000-square-foot Haworth Engineering 
Center, which opened in August as a wing of  
VanderWerf  Hall.
 Active in collaborative research as an 
undergraduate herself, Dr. Peckens is now 
collaborative research with junior Eric Lipon of 
Brighton, Mich., and sophomore Ireana Cook 
of Canton, Mich., on wireless sensor design 
with monitoring and control applications in civil 
infrastructure.
establishing a research program of  her own, 
working this summer with sophomore Ireana 
Cook of  Canton, Michigan, and junior Eric 
Lipon of  Brighton, Michigan, on wireless sensor 
design with monitoring and control applications 
in civil infrastructure.
 She is also involved in the college’s new  
chapter of  the Society of  Women Engineers 
(SWE), advised by Hope colleague Dr. Katharine 
Polasek, an assistant professor of  engineering 
who has taught at Hope since 2010. While 
Hope didn’t yet have an SWE chapter when 
she was a student, Dr. Peckens appreciated 
that the department provided a supportive 
environment as she pursued her interest in a 
field that nationwide continues to be male-
dominated (according to a 2010 report by the 
National Science Foundation, only 13 percent 
of  those in engineering occupations in the 
United States are women).
 “The small class sizes really helped me 
become confident and find my voice. When I 
was a student, there was a core group of  us girls 
who banded together, but in some classes, I was 
the only girl. I got to know everybody though 
and felt really comfortable,” Dr. Peckens said. 
“Even in graduate school, sometimes I was the 
only female, but I didn’t notice it because I was 
quite confident in my education.”
 Dr. Peckens received important support for 
her studies at Hope through the Clare Boothe 
Luce Program of  the Henry Luce Foundation 
Inc. of  New York City, which had awarded a 
grant to the college that provided full scholarships 
for two years and summer research experiences 
for four women majoring in the physical sciences. 
The program’s goal was to encourage women 
interested in science disciplines in which they 
are traditionally underrepresented nationwide.
 Remembering what it’s like to be a student 
herself, Dr. Peckens serves as an experienced 
and relatable source of  guidance for students. 
Morris, for example, likewise blends strong 
interests in engineering and the humanities, 
dual-majoring in the Classics. Preparing to 
spend part of  her summer participating in a six-
week excavation in Italy, Morris looks forward 
to utilizing her passion for both engineering 
and ancient civilizations. Just as Dr. Peckens 
was able to use her French major in conjunction 
with her engineering major, Morris intertwines 
her majors together quite elegantly, embracing 
and living the definition of  a holistic education. 
 “When I talk to my engineering friends 
about what I want to do in the future, they’ve 
all taken Cultural Heritage, so they have the 
context to understand what I’m talking about. 
I think having a liberal arts education gives 
you all of  the skills that you need to be a more 
useful, relatable, and effective engineer,” Morris 
says. “As an engineer, no matter what you do, 
people are going to be interacting with you by 
means of  what you create. It’s important to be 
well-rounded in order to have a better impact.”
 While Dr. Peckens has already made a clear 
impact on her students, she also has been a 
supreme addition to the faculty and staff  of  the 
department of  engineering. Her status as former 
student creates a slightly different dynamic 
between her and her former professors-turned-
colleagues, but it’s a good one. For example, her 
former research mentor, Dr. Roger Veldman 
’89, is thrilled by her return to the department. 
Not only does her return to Hope speak to the 
college’s reputation, it speaks to her hard work 
and success as a student.
 “I think it’s exciting when someone goes 
through the program, goes out on her own, does 
really well, and chooses to come back. She brings 
a lot of  energy, good ideas, and commitment 
to the department, and it’s fantastic having 
her back on the faculty,” said Dr. Veldman, 
who is chairperson of  the department as well 
as a professor of  engineering.
 As professor, mentor, advisor, and colleague, 
Dr. Peckens fulfills her many duties with an 
ever-developing sense of  curiosity, desire to 
learn, and passion for helping others succeed. 
She plays an important role as an addition to 
Hope’s engineering department and doesn’t 
shy away from her responsibilities. 
 “It’s no surprise to me that she’s ended up 
doing as well as she has based on what I saw in 
her as a student. From the beginning, Dr. Peckens 
has proven to be a great combination of  a  
student who has the drive to succeed coupled 
with the place to use that drive,” Dr. Veldman 
said. “It’s a very powerful combination.”
While Dr. Courtney Clum ’06 
Peckens has already made a 
clear impact on her students, 
she also has been a supreme 
addition to the faculty and 
staff of the department of  
engineering. Her status as 
former student creates a 
slightly different dynamic 
between her and her former  
professors-turned-colleagues, 
but it’s a good one.
Now a
Having valued her own experience as a Hope 
undergraduate, Dr. Courtney Clum ’06 Peckens 
is back as a member of the engineering faculty 
and committed to mentoring new generations 
of students. This summer, she is conducting 
As a prospective student, Dr. Peckens appreciated  
that the college offered a compelling combination 
of individual attention and a variety of academic 
programs. She majored in both engineering and 
French, a combination she put to use when co-
founding Hope’s chapter of Engineers Without 
Borders and helping lead the group’s first service 
project to Cameroon.
Construction of the Jack H. Miller Center for Musical 
Arts provided a unique opportunity for Dr. Peckens to 
take a class on a brief field trip to see the application 
of some of the engineering principles being studied 
(in this case, related to concrete).
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Spring Sports Report
By Alan Babbitt
A league-record 35th Michigan Intercollegiate    Athletic Association Commissioner’s Cup 
all-sports championship and an All-America 
performance in track and field were among the 
many highlights during a successful 2014 spring 
sports season at Hope College.
Hope totaled 211 points in the 
Commissioner’s Cup standings and topped 
runner-up Calvin College by two points to claim 
its third all-sports title in four years. The MIAA 
Commissioner’s Cup award is based on the 
cumulative performance of each member school 
in the league’s 20 sports for men and women. 
In track and field, senior Sheri McCormack 
of Holland, Michigan (West Ottawa), made 
history when she earned All-America honors 
in the 1,500 meters at the NCAA Division III 
Outdoor Championships in Delaware, Ohio.
McCormack placed sixth to become the 
Flying Dutch’s first All-American in the event.
McCormack also became the fourth Hope 
athlete in any sport — male or female — to earn 
All-America distinction in two sports. She also 
earned the recognition last fall in cross country.
Teammate Jane Pearson also competed 
at nationals. The sophomore from Lake City, 
Michigan (Northern Michigan Christian), 
finished 18th in the heptathlon.
McCormack, Pearson and senior 
Catherine Calyore of Naples, Florida (Barron 
Collier), all received All-MIAA First-Team 
honors. McCormack repeated as MIAA 
Field Day champion in the 1,500 meters, 
while Pearson helped the Flying Dutch win 
two relays at Field Day. Calyore was MIAA 
champion in the 400 meters.
Three Hope men’s track and field athletes 
Benda was decorated with Central 
Region Rookie of the Year honors from the 
Intercollegiate Tennis Association. Benda joined 
sophomore Claire Cooper of Williamston, 
Michigan (Williamston) on the All-MIAA First 
Team.
The Hope College men’s tennis team was 
awarded the ITA National Team Sportsmanship 
Award for men’s tennis for the month of  
May after opponent Alma College provided a 
nomination. It was the second time in six seasons 
coach Steve Gorno’s Flying Dutchmen had been 
selected.
Senior Parker Bussies of  Zeeland, Michigan 
(Zeeland West), earned All-MIAA Men’s Tennis 
First-Team honors.
The Hope softball team had three players 
make the All-MIAA First Team: sophomore 
outfielder Autumn Anderson of  Wayland, 
Michigan (Wayland); junior designated player 
Julie Sobieski of  St. Charles, Illinois (St. Charles 
East); and junior first baseman Peyton Wells of  
Rockford, Michigan (Rockford).
Two Hope baseball players picked up All-
MIAA First Team distinction: senior catcher Eric 
Vachon of  Sterling Heights, Michigan (Warren 
De La Salle HS), and sophomore second 
baseman Brady VanderWeele of  Kalamazoo, 
Michigan (Parchment HS). 
Both Hope men’s and women’s lacrosse 
players earned All-MIAA First-Team 
recognition: senior faceoff  specialist Michael 
Schofield of  Mendham, New Jersey (Mendham), 
and senior Stephanie Rogers of  Fremont, 
Michigan (Fremont).
 
For complete spring sports highlights, please visit the 
college online.
  hope.edu/athletics
were named All-MIAA First Team: seniors 
David Dolfin of Hingham, Wisconsin 
(Oostburg); Steffon Mayhue of Holland, 
Michigan (Holland); and James Rogers of 
Saginaw, Michigan (Valley Lutheran). Mayhue 
won the long jump at the MIAA Field Day for 
the second time in three seasons, while Rogers 
was champion in the 1,500 meters.
In men’s golf, Hope advanced to the Division 
III Championships and tied for 17th place in 
the overall standings. The achievement matched 
the Flying Dutchmen’s second-highest finish at 
nationals. Junior Ben Lewis of Grand Haven, 
Michigan (Grand Haven), tied for 19th place in the 
NCAA individual standings at two-over-par. 
Coach Bob Ebels and Hope reached nationals 
for the ninth time in school history by winning a 
54-hole MIAA qualifying tournament in April.
The Hope women’s tennis team made it 
to the second round of the Division III team 
championships. The Flying Dutch earned 
the postseason trip by winning the MIAA 
Tournament.
Coach Adam Ford’s Flying Dutch also 
qualified two players for the individual national 
championships in Claremont, California: 
freshman Nancy Benda of Birmingham, 
Michigan (Seaholm) for singles and doubles 
play, and junior Carli Capestany of Hudsonville, 
Michigan (Hudsonville) for doubles.
MIAA's
From left, Hope men’s golf coach Bob Ebels and golfers Evan Telzerow, Ben Lewis, 
Winton Munch, Ben Lanting and Collin Breit.
The Hope softball team posted a 10-game win streak this season.Coach Steve Gorno, center, and the Hope men’s tennis team, along with the women's 
team, donned pink to raise cancer awareness.
Steffon Mayhue repeated as MIAA long jump champion.
Senior Sheri McCormack qualified for nationals in the 1,500 meters and bettered her school record in the event.
(Photo by D3 Photography)
Nancy Benda advance to NCAA Division III 
Championships in singles and doubles play.
Alex Hunt and the Hope baseball team qualified for 
the MIAA Tournament for the third time.
Best
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Faculty Kudos
Described by one reviewer as a “magnum opus,” the comprehensive history of the community 
of Holland written by Dr. Robert P. Swierenga of 
the A.C. Van Raalte Institute more than deserves 
the title.
Holland Michigan: From Dutch Colony to Dynamic 
City chronicles the entire sweep of the city’s history 
since 1847, when the initial band of Dutch settlers 
founded the community.  The book is a three-
volume set totaling more than 2,600 pages with 
nearly 900 photographs.  Dr. Swierenga spent 
more than 10 years conducting research for and 
writing the history.  The index alone, some 200 
pages long, required several months to create.
The book has been published by the Van 
Raalte Press at Hope and the Wm. B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Co. of Grand Rapids/Cambridge.  It 
is part of the Historical Series of the Reformed 
Church in America.
A historian by training and the author or 
editor of more than two dozen books, several 
focused on aspects of the Dutch-American 
experience, Dr. Swierenga set out to write a 
scholarly treatment that would be enjoyable for 
a general audience.  Michigan historian Larry 
Massie has described the book as “encyclopedic 
in scope,” adding that “these three volumes tell 
the story of Holland’s colorful heritage in a format 
that will appeal to academics and the general 
public alike.”
Dr. Swierenga, who has served as the Albertus 
C. Van Raalte Research Professor at the Van 
Raalte Institute since 1996, didn’t plan to write 
2,600 pages.  In the end, however, he found that 
his subject demanded it.
“You’re covering 167 years in any subject 
that you take,” he said.  “For example, it took me 
100 pages just to tell the story of Holland Public 
Schools, a topic that could become a book in itself.”
Dr. Swierenga begins with the Native 
Americans and Old Wing Mission that preceded 
the Dutch settlers, and continues the story through 
34 chapters focused on topics such as the founding 
of the community; religion; education (including 
a chapter on Hope); transportation; industry 
and retail businesses; national events including 
the First and Second World Wars and the Great 
Depression; politics; public services; the arts; 
social services; the press; downtown renewal; and 
the community “After the Dutch.”  Nearly 100 
pages of appendices provide population statistics 
and lists of churches, schools, businesses, city and 
township officials, and police and fire chiefs from 
the beginning through 2012.
Dr. Swierenga scanned some 2,500 
photographs before choosing the 900 included in 
the book.  They’re drawn from a mix of formal 
archives, private collections and other published 
sources, and range from an image of one of the 
1847 log cabins and an 1879 “Market Day” with 
cattle lined up on Eighth Street for auction, to the 
now-defunct Szekely Airfield at 136th and Riley 
and the dedication of the Evergreen Commons 
community center for adults age 50-plus.  Maps 
developed for the book include the city’s voting 
wards, derived from city charters.
Dr. Swierenga has conducted research and 
written concerning Dutch immigration and 
related topics since the 1960s.  In addition to the 
more than two dozen books he has written or 
edited, he has written nearly 150 journal articles 
and lectured widely on issues related to the Dutch 
in America.
He joined the Van Raalte Institute after 
retiring from the history faculty at Kent State, 
where he had taught since 1968.  He noted that 
the institute, which is celebrating its 20th year, 
was essential in making the book possible.
“It couldn’t have been done without the Van 
Raalte Institute,” Dr. Swierenga said.  “Without 
institutional support, this book could not be 
written.”
“Every professor dreams of having a post-
teaching career in a place like the Van Raalte 
Institute where you can do the research that 
you enjoy, have superb colleagues to go to for 
advice, and be supported so you can bring it to 
completion,” he said.
The production of Holland Michigan: From 
Dutch Colony to Dynamic City was additionally 
supported financially by several donors.  They 
are recognized on a page featuring the book’s 
first photograph, showing Holland’s historic Pillar 
Church, and celebrated, in a nod to the building’s 
architecture, as “Pillars of the Community.”
  hope.edu/pr/nfhc
 “Magnum 
      Opus”
Justifiably described as a “magnum opus,” the comprehensive history of Holland, Michigan by Dr. Robert Swierenga 
totals more than 2,600 pages across three volumes, chronicling the community’s story from 1847 through the present.  
Dr. Swierenga, who is the Albertus C. Van Raalte Research Professor at the Van Raalte Institute, spent more than 10 
years working on the project.
Dr. Robert Swierenga’s history of Holland includes 
a chapter on Hope, although the college and Hope 
people and events also appear throughout the three-
volume work.  The above 1891 view of campus is 
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Student Kudos
Scholars, 
    All
NSF HONORS:  Four graduating 
seniors or recent graduates received 
recognition through the prestigious 
Graduate Research Fellowship program 
of the National Science Foundation 
(NSF).
James Bour ’13 of Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, Hilary Bultman ’12 of 
Madison, Wisconsin, and Caitlin 
Ploch ’14 of Redford, Michigan, each received 
fellowships through the program, and Meagan 
Elinski ’13 of College Station, Texas, received 
honorable mention.  Bour and Bultman had each 
received honorable mention last year.
The fellowships are for students pursuing a 
research-based master’s or doctoral degree in NSF-
supported science and engineering disciplines.  
The NSF awarded 2,000 of the fellowships this 
year.
 Bour, a chemistry major, is pursuing graduate 
study in chemistry (chemical catalysis) at the 
University of Michigan at Ann Arbor.  Bultman, 
a biology major, is pursuing graduate study 
in the life sciences (ecology) at the University 
of Wisconsin-Madison.  Ploch, a mechanical 
engineering and physics major, intends to pursue 
graduate study in mechanical engineering with a 
biomechanical emphasis at Stanford University.  
Elinski, a chemistry major, is pursuing graduate 
study in chemistry (surface and nanochemistry) at 
Texas A&M University in College Station.
 
GOLDWATER 
RECOGNITION:  A total 
of three seniors received 
recognition through the highly 
competitive scholarship program 
of the Barry M. Goldwater 
Scholarship and Excellence in 
Education Foundation.
 Andrew Valesano, a biology major 
from Sherwood, Oregon, received a Goldwater 
Scholarship for the 2014-15 academic year, 
while chemistry major Caitlin Kozack of Carol 
Stream, Illinois, and biology major McLane 
Watson of Louisville, Colorado, each received 
honorable mention.  (McLane, Caitlin and Andrew 
are pictured from left to right.)  The foundation 
selected only 283 students for scholarships and 
only 247 for honorable mention nationwide.
The Goldwater Scholars were selected on 
the basis of academic merit from among 1,166 
mathematics, science and engineering students 
who were nominated by the faculties of colleges 
and universities nationwide.
“POSTERS ON THE 
HILL”:  Research 
projects by two students 
were chosen for 
presentation during 
the annual national 
“Posters on the Hill” 
event organized by the 
Council on Undergraduate Research and held on 
Monday and Tuesday, April 28-29.
 Eric Greve ’14, a chemistry major 
from Park Ridge, Illinois, presented research, 
conducted collaboratively with Dr. Graham 
Peaslee and other students, involving detecting 
flame retardants in automotive seating and 
considering their potential environmental impact.  
Senior Allyson Hoffman, a classical studies 
and English major from Marshall, Michigan, 
presented a case study of high school Advanced 
Placement English Literature and Composition 
courses and first-year composition courses at two- 
and four-year colleges, an independent project 
conducted through her participation in Hope’s 
Mellon Scholars Program.
 Annually, only 60-80 students nationwide 
have been chosen for the event in recent years.
NCAA POSTGRADUATE 
AWARD:  Cara Conrad 
’14, an athletic training major 
from St. Joseph, Michigan, 
received an NCAA Women’s 
Enhancement Program 
Postgraduate Scholarship.
 She is receiving a one-time, 
nonrenewable award to use during the 2014-15 
academic year, which she plans to use toward 
graduate school for physical therapy.  She was 
also awarded a trip to the NCAA Career in Sports 
Forum on June 5-8 at the NCAA national office in 
Indianapolis, Indiana.
FRENCH HONOR:  Lauren Wade ’14, 
a French and psychology major from Upper 
Arlington, Ohio, received a 2014 “Outstanding 
Senior in French Award” from the American 
Association of Teachers of French (AATF).
 The awards, presented at both the high school 
and college/university level, recognize academic 
excellence and an exceptional commitment to the 
study of French.  Recipients, who are selected on 
the basis of nominations from their instructors, are 
recognized by being included on the “Outstanding 
Senior Honor Roll” on the AATF website.  The 
AATF honored approximately 200 students 
nationwide in 2013.
FULBRIGHTS:  Three graduating seniors or 
recent graduates received highly competitive 
awards through the Fulbright U.S. Student 
Program sponsored by the U.S. Department of 
State.
 Susan Haigh ’14 of Carmel, Indiana, 
and Steven Skawski ’14 of Elmhurst, Illinois, 
each received awards to teach abroad during 
the coming year, in France and Colombia 
respectively.  Gretchen Baldwin ’12, originally 
from Portage, Michigan, has received an award 
to conduct research in Ngaoundere, Cameroon, 
during 2014-15, investigating the role of non-
governmental agencies in communities of 
beekeepers.
LILLY FELLOW:  Alex Mouw ’14 of 
Holland, Michigan, was one of only 10 
young scholars nationwide to receive 
an award through the Lilly Graduate 
Fellows Program for graduate studies 
beginning this fall.
 The program supports the graduate 
studies of exceptionally well qualified 
young men and women who have undergraduate 
degrees from schools in the Lilly Fellows 
Program Network and who are interested in 
becoming teacher-scholars at church-related 
colleges and universities in the United States.  
Over a three-year period, the Fellows, along 
with two senior mentors, communicate and 
collaborate with each other in research, teaching 
and professional development.  The Fellows also 
receive stipends for use at their discretion.
Mouw, who majored in classical studies, 
English and history, has been accepted into the 
MFA program at Purdue University.
OPERATIC ACCLAIM:  Two students 
received recognition during this year’s Opera 
Grand Rapids Collegiate Competition.
Rosemary Walsh of Evanston, Illinois, 
who will be a junior next year, was named the 
first-place winner in Division II, the division 
for college freshmen and sophomores, during 
the event’s Friday, Feb. 28, round.  Senior 
Danielle Meyer of Dearborn, Michigan, won 
third place in Division I, the division for college 
juniors and seniors, during the final round on 
Sunday, April 6.
More information is available online about each of the 
honors celebrated on this page.
  hope.edu/pr/nfhc
Multiple students and recent graduates received major recognition for 
academic or artistic achievement in the closing weeks of the school year.
Caitlin Ploch ’14
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I   t has been said that Hope occupies an enviable      position on the landscape of higher education. Strength 
financially, record levels of interest, a picturesque and 
growing campus, masterful teachers, and engaged students all 
contribute to this standing. Hope is at an exciting place in its 
nearly sesquicentennial history, where we can be proactive in 
response to challenges facing institutions like ours. 
President John Knapp has announced a strategic 
planning process to guide the college during the next decade. 
The vision for this process does not aspire to simply maintain 
today’s standing. Instead, it seeks to challenge all members of 
the Hope community to new levels of engagement as we work 
to make Hope even stronger tomorrow. 
Alumni engagement is an important part of this future. 
In fact, alumni are vital to the long-term health of the college. 
The Anchor of March 7, 1923, describes a campus giddy with excitement during 
a “Glory Day” celebration following first- and second-place finishes in the 
statewide Michigan Oratorical League competition held on Friday, March 2, 
1923, at Hillsdale College.  Juniors Simon Heemstra and Nelle Kole placed 
first and second in the men’s and women’s divisions respectively, a noteworthy 
academic achievement that was a point of pride not only at Hope but in the 
community.  One alumnus wrote in the local paper, “A college has a dominant 
characteristic just like an individual.  In some institutions, the spirit of froth is 
the main impression that the visitor gets; in others, there is a spirit of intellectual 
zest that gives vital meaning to an educational institution.  It was this spirit that 
the founders of the institution gave to Hope, and the college has never lost it.”  
The photograph above, from the Hope College Collection of the Joint Archives 
of Holland, is among the hundreds featured in Dr. Robert Swierenga’s landmark 
three-volume history of Holland, Michigan (please see page 18).
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As one of 10 groups created within the strategic planning process, a collection 
of faculty, staff, students and alumni are studying and discussing alumni 
engagement. At Hope, alumni involvement is evident daily. However, there is 
further potential for alumni to impact Hope’s reputation, create exploration 
experiences for students, volunteer, support Hope financially, and make career 
connections. Alumni living in all 50 states and more than 80 countries are 
exceptionally positioned to serve as ambassadors for the college both nationally 
and globally.
Currently, the study group is focused on determining how to better serve 
alumni and maintain these important relationships. Emerging themes include 
engaging academic and student group affinities, recruiting and empowering 
volunteers, bolstering relevant benefits and services, creating a culture of 
connection with students, communicating the value and direct impact of 
financial support, and facing the reality of student loan debt and increased 
competition for time and money.
These are big issues needing multiple perspectives. As work continues, 
the college welcomes and values the input of the Hope community during the 
strategic thinking process. Alumni with an email address on file were recently 
sent a comprehensive constituent survey. In addition, there is more information 
about this process and an open feedback survey at hope.edu/president/strategic. 
As we continue to celebrate the success of our alma mater and together work 
to strengthen its future, our expectation is that as each graduating class receives 
its diplomas, Hope occupies a stronger position in the landscape of higher 
education and gives you even more reason to be proud of your own Hope 
College degree.
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News and information for class 
notes, marriages, advanced degrees and 
deaths are compiled for News from Hope 
College by Julie Rawlings ’83 Huisingh.  
In addition to featuring information 
provided directly by alumni, this section 
includes news compiled from a variety 
of public sources and shared here to 
enhance its service as a way of keeping 
the members of the Hope family up to 
date about each other. 
News should be mailed to:  Alumni 
News; Hope College Public Relations; 
141 E. 12th St.; PO Box 9000; Holland, 
MI  49422-9000.  Internet users may 
send to alumni@hope.edu or submit 
information at hope.edu/alumni/update.
All submissions received by the 
Public Relations Office by Tuesday, 
May 6, have been included in this issue.  
Because of the lead time required by 
this publication’s production schedule, 
submissions received after that date 
(with the exception of obituary notices) 
have been held for the next issue, the 
deadline for which is Tuesday, July 8.
30s
Katharine VanRaalte ’39 Davis, 
her daughter reports, has been in 
assisted living at Spring Hills Mount 
Vernon in Alexandria, Va., since 
December 2012. She is 96 and has 
15 grandchildren and 15 great-
grandchildren. Her daughter notes that 
she remains a good example of how to 
conduct life at any age, always wanting 
to be the one giving to the other person.  
She enjoys nature and the out of doors 
whenever the weather allows. All of her 
children (who include a Hope alumnus, 
Timothy Pleune ’71) visit and keep in 
touch by phone.
50s
Gordon E. Thomas ’53 and 
Jeananne Bondhouse ’54 Thomas 
of Kalamazoo, Mich., celebrated their 
60th wedding anniversary in April.
Norman C. Gysbers ’54 of 
Columbia, Mo., is a curators’ 
distinguished professor of counseling 
psychology at the University of 
Missouri.  The fourth edition of his 
book Career Counseling: Holism, Diversity, 
& Strengths, published by the American 
Counseling Association was released in 
January. He co-wrote the book with two 
colleagues at the University of Missouri.
Nelvie Meerman ’58 Anderson 
moved from Peoria, Ill., back to 
Michigan just in time to experience the 
winter of 2013-14.  She reports that it is 
good to be back.
Jacob Kaufman ’59 is the interim 
pastor at the First Presbyterian Church 
of Fenton, Mich. He has served at 12 
churches in the past 20 years as an 
interim pastor.
60s
John (Greg) Bryson ’60 has been the 
interim director of music and organist at 
St. John’s Episcopal Church in Grand 
Haven, Mich., for five years. Previously 
he served Spring Lake Presbyterian 
Church, St. Mary’s Catholic Church and 
Christ Community Church of Spring 
Lake, Mich., and taught at Spring Lake 
Junior Senior High School for 33 years, 
retiring from that position in 1993.
George Boerigter ’61 was awarded 
the Distinguished Service Award 
for 2013-14 by the University of 
New Mexico - Anderson School of 
Business for service to the Albuquerque 
community, State of New Mexico and 
the University of New Mexico, and was 
the speaker at the Hope College Baker 
Scholar Breakfast in January on the 
Hope campus.   The Boerigter family 
companies increased in 2013 with the 
formation of a new company - SoundOff 
Commercial Vehicle Products.
David Fugazzotto ’63 retired in 
December after practicing pediatrics 
in Birmingham, Ala., for more than 41 
years. David and his wife, Pauline, have 
three children and three grandchildren. 
After graduation from SUNY- Buffalo 
School of Medicine and internship, 
he served two years in the U.S. Public 
Health Service, Indian Health Division 
in northeast Kansas. Following a 
residency at Children’s Mercy Hospital 
in Kansas City, Mo., he joined a practice 
in Birmingham.  He and his wife plan to 
relocate to Asheville, N.C., this year.
Jackie Schrotenboer ’64 Burggraaff 
of Holland, Mich., is a client advocate at 
the Lakeshore Pregnancy Center.
Bruce DeDee ’64 of Kalamazoo, 
Mich., stills rides the century route on 
The Holland Hundred Bicycle Tour 
every July.
John Elve ’64 of Sparta, Mich., 
has been retired since 1996.  His 
current pastimes include oil painting, 
photography, fiction writing and 
performing classic church music.
Bruce Hepburn ’64 of Lancaster, Pa., 
serves as the lead independent director at 
Susquehanna Bancshares Inc. in Lititz, 
Pa.
Lenora VandenBerg ’64 Koelbel 
and her husband John Koelbel ’64 are 
retired and living in Mexico.  She reports 
that the weather, economic benefits and 
culture are wonderful, but best of all are 
the people; most important to them are 
their families and their faith.
Alan Nies ’64 is the chaplain with 
Racers for Christ, and an artist at All 
Original Auto Artwork.
Joy O’Connor ’64 of Kingston, N.Y., 
volunteers as a HIICap counselor 
for  Health Insurance, Information 
Counseling and Assistance at the local 
office for the aging in Ulsterco, N.Y. 
She reports that she and her husband 
continue to enjoy their vacation home 
on the north shores of Massachusetts and 
their grandchildren.
Richard Vander Borgh ’64 of 
Westwood, N.J., has retired after 31 
years as the pastor of the Old North 
Reformed Church.
Paul Wackerbarth ’64 of Falls 
Church, Va., has been serving as a 
docent at the Washington National 
Cathedral and at a historic Washington, 
D.C., residence. He enjoys attending 
lectures, seminars and book launch 
talks. He has given talks based on his 
experience in the foreign service to 
college classes, service clubs, retirement 
communities and public affairs forums.  
In October, 2013, he spoke to a class at 
the University of Warsaw, Poland, where 
he served at the American Embassy in 
the early 1990s.
Cindy Hill ’64 Wackerbarth of 
Falls Church, Va., volunteers as an 
environmental educator with two non-
profits, Lands and Waters, and Monarch 
Teacher Network.  Lands and Waters 
is local to Fairfax County, Va., and 
Washington, D.C., while Monarch 
Teacher Network is international.  Cindy 
has traveled to various places in the 
U.S. as well as Mexico, Canada, and 
Poland with Monarch Teacher Network, 
which provides teachers and other 
interested persons with knowledge and 
confidence to raise monarch butterflies, 
a population that she notes is tragically 
diminished.  The first workshop to be 
held in Michigan is sponsored by Hope 
College and the Kalamazoo Nature 
Center at Heronwood and will take 
place on Monday-Tuesday, July 28-29.   
The workshop is for all ages and also 
provides continuing-education hours for 
teachers. 
Class Notes 
The Fraternal Society, whose 
origins predate the founding of 
Hope itself, will be celebrating 
its 180th anniversary on Friday-
Saturday, Oct. 17-18, during 
Homecoming Weekend.
Activities on Friday will 
include a golf outing at 1 p.m., 
a dinner buffet at 6 p.m. and a 
literary meeting at 7:30 p.m., all at 
Macatawa Legends Golf & Country 
Club in Holland, Michigan.  The 
events will continue on Saturday 
with a cocktail reception at 6:30 
p.m. and dinner and entertainment 
at 8 p.m. at the International 
Ballroom of the JW Marriott in 
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
The Fraternal Society was 
established in 1834 at Union 
College in Schenectady, New York, 
as a literary society by 10 men who 
believed in the pursuit of friendship, 
love and truth.  The Rev. Philip 
Phelps Jr., a Frater alumnus and 
Hope’s first president, reactivated 
Fraters to Celebrate 180th Anniversary
Alumni Weekend, held on 
Thursday-Saturday, April 24-
26, featured reunions for every 
fifth class from 1964 through 
1984; the celebration of the 
Fifty-Year Circle; the annual 
Alumni Banquet; and other 
events.  Photo highlights are 
available online.
  hope.edu/alumni/photos
the society in 1864 while he was 
serving as president of the Holland 
Academy from which the college 
grew; Hope was chartered in 
1866. There are many campus 
locations bearing the names of 
alumni of the fraternity, including 
Phelps Hall and (through President 
Emeritus James Bultman ’63) 
the forthcoming Jim and Martie 
Bultman Student Center.
Registration will be available 
in late August at hope.edu/
homecoming.
Frater alumni in need of 
further information regarding the 
O.K.E. 180th celebration may visit 
thefraternalsociety.org.
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Ann Slaughter ’69 Catchick of Vero 
Beach, Fla., received the Outstanding 
Individual Volunteer of the Year Award 
from the American Lawyers Alliance. 
She founded the Indian River County 
Lawyers Auxiliary in 2004 and has 
helped organized several projects, such 
as summer learning kits for struggling 
third graders, a second-grade literacy 
challenge and a dependency court 
project, which deals with children in the 
Florida dependency courts.
Janice Drolen ’69 of Portage, Mich., 
has reached the 10-year anniversary 
of teaching retirement learning 
classes through a program at Kellogg 
Community College in Battle Creek, 
Mich.  She has taught more than 30 
classes, including 16 Shakespeare plays 
and nine different novels.
Constance Ewell ’69 Fennema 
retired in 2007 from Duke University 
OIT as an IT analyst. 
L. Jack Ligtenberg ’69 of Portage, 
Mich., retired in early 2007 as a territory 
manager from 3M Pharmaceuticals.  
He reports that later that year, a 
journey with multiple myeloma began.  
Currently, he is  two-plus years into 
a second remission.  Treatment has 
included being part of two Phase III B 
drug trials at the University of Michigan 
Comprehensive Cancer Center.  He 
notes that each day is a gift of God.
Mary Kooiman ’69 Ligtenberg 
retired six years ago after a career 
including a variety of interesting 
occupations and educational 
opportunities.  At that time, she became 
her husband’s caregiver during his 
multiple myeloma journey.  He currently 
is in remission and doing well.  They 
enjoy community Bible study, family, 
friends and travel.
Marilyn Yzenbaard ’69 Meeusen 
of Grand Haven, Mich., retired from 
teaching five years ago, and is enjoying 
library and church volunteer work.  Her 
first grandchild was born February.
Kathleen Wilson ’69 Mulder of 
Springfield, Ill., retired in 2009.  Prior 
to that, she won the Edward T. Heinen 
Wetlands Protection Award, an EPA 
National EPA Wetlands Program peer 
award in recognition of outstanding 
accomplishment in the protection and 
wise stewardship of the nation’s wetland 
resources. She is currently working on 
several books and a children’s story, the 
latter on ecology.
Shirley Nevins ’69 of Grand Rapids, 
Mich., reports that she is enjoying 
retirement and traveling, golfing, skiing 
and having fun with the next generation 
of Nevins kids.
Peter Walther ’69 of Rome, N.Y., has 
had his third book published covering 
the writing career of Oliver Optic.  He is 
still an organist and reports that he loves 
what he does.
70s
Kenneth Austin ’70 was named 
professor emeritus at Trinity Christian 
College in May, retiring after 23 years 
of service.  He and his wife, Lynn 
Davis ’71 Austin, will be relocating 
to Holland, Mich., and he will continue 
to be active performing trumpet.  He 
toured Normandy with Thom Working 
’69 and the Holland American Legion 
Band in June, and will perform at the 
Masterworks Orchestra Festival in 
Indiana this July. In August he will 
be a soloist with the Great Western 
Rocky Mountain Brass Band Festival 
in Colorado and will continue to play 
principal trumpet with the Southwest 
Symphony Orchestra in Chicago, Ill.
Wendell Wierenga ’70 of Rancho 
Santa Fe, Calif., has been appointed to 
the Apricus Biosciences Inc. board of 
directors.
Lynn Davis ’71 Austin was on a book 
tour in the Netherlands in March and 
will be in Germany in July.  She has 
published 20 novels with Bethany House 
Publishers, a subsidiary of Baker Books, 
and has a Hallmark movie titled Hidden 
Places and a musical in Dutch, based on 
her novel Gods and Kings.  Her books are 
published in more than 10 languages, 
and many are best sellers in Europe. 
She received eight Christy Awards for 
excellence in Christian fiction and her 
novel Fire by Night was chosen by the 
Library Journal as a top pick of 2003.
Janet Wickens ’72 De Young 
has retired as president and CEO of 
the Holland/Zeeland Community 
Foundation.
Nancy Boersema ’74 of Flanders, 
N.H., has worked in the legal field for 
more than 30 years. She reports that 
in 2012 she became disabled due to 
lupus (18 years) and IBS. She presently 
volunteers at Trinity Lutheran Church, 
which feeds the hungry via hot meals 
and bags of groceries.
Joel Bouwens ’74 of Holland, Mich., 
served on the board of trustees at Hope 
College for 20 years.  He served as 
chairman of the board for eight and 
was the chair of search committees 
for Jim Bultman ’63 and John Knapp.  
He serves on the RCA growth fund 
board, and reports that he and his wife, 
Marianne VanHeest ’74 Bouwens, 
have eight grandchildren.
Deborah Creswell ’74 and her 
husband have moved from Walker, 
Mich., to Zeeland, Mich., to live closer 
to their grandchildren.  Deb received 
the Alumni Educator of the Year 
award in 2012 from Grand Valley State 
University and delivered the keynote 
address at the School of Education 
graduation ceremony. She reports 
that they are now saving to assist their 
grandkids to become third-generation 
Hope students.
Martha Blocksma ’74 Elliott of 
Grand Rapids, Mich., has practiced 
as a psychiatric medical social worker 
for 35 years.  She is licensed for macro 
and clinical social work in the State of 
Michigan.  She reports that retirement 
is in the distant horizon and is looking 
forward to travel, quiet time on Beaver 
Island and exploration of other horizons 
as well.
David Kempston ’74 of Grand 
Rapids, Mich., owns various rental 
properties in Grand Rapids and looks 
forward to eventually being able to 
devote himself full-time to that business. 
He has been coaching children’s soccer 
through the Grand Rapids Recreation 
Department for the past seven years.
Victoria Granzow ’74 Luyendyk 
of Grand Haven, Mich., is an accessory 
designer.
Jill Bolhous ’74 Peirce of Grand 
Rapids, Mich., is a regional leader and 
co-chapter leader for a non-profit, Dining 
for Women.
Ron Posthuma ’74 of Seattle, Wash., 
News From Hope CollegeNews From Hope College
The Hope College Alumni 
Association honored four 
outstanding alumni for impact 
in career and service during 
celebrations in March and April.
The association presented 
Young Alumni Awards to 
Matt Scogin ’02 of New 
York City and Maxine Gray 
’04 of Seattle, Washington, 
on Thursday, March 27, and 
presented Distinguished Alumni 
Awards to J.C. Huizenga ’73 
of Grand Rapids, Michigan,  
and Annette Kingsland ’86 
Ziegler of West Bend, Wis., on 
Saturday, April 26.
Scogin is the senior vice 
president and chief of staff at 
the New York Stock Exchange 
(NYSE).  Gray is the project 
manager within the global 
employer brand and channels 
team at Starbucks Coffee 
Company in Seattle.  Huizenga 
is a successful entrepreneur, 
education reformer and business 
leader.  Ziegler is a member of 
the Wisconsin Supreme Court.
Videos featuring the four 
alumni are available online.
  hope.edu/alumni/awards
Alumni Association Honors Four
J.C. Huizenga ’73 and 
Annette Kingsland ’86 Ziegler
Matt Scogin ’02 and Maxine Gray ’04
Dr. Stephen Hemenway of 
the English faculty, director of 
the college’s Vienna Summer 
School since 1976, speaks 
during the Hope gathering in 
Vienna, Austria, earlier this 
year.  A total of 45 alumni 
and friends from throughout 
Austria and Central Europe 
attended the event, held at the 
Waldviertlerhof on Friday, 
Feb. 7.  In addition to Dr. 
Hemenway, participants from 
Hope included President Dr. 
John Knapp and wife Kelly, and 
Provost Dr. Richard Ray and 
wife Carol.  Hope’s engagement 
with Vienna through the Vienna 
Summer School goes back to 
1956, when the program was 
established by the late Dr. 
Paul Fried ’46, a professor of 
history and the first director of 
international education at Hope.
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recently retired from his job as assistant 
director of King County Transportation.  
He is now raising three grandsons with 
his wife of 36 years, Kathy Koss.  He 
is also volunteering with International 
Rescue Committee, World Affairs 
Council, and Move King County Now.  
The latter “opportunity” landed him on 
the front page of the March 20 issue of 
the Seattle Times.
Kathy VanderMolen ’74 Vollmer of 
Spring Lake, Mich., recently retired from 
AAA Michigan after 15 years as a sales 
agent.
Mark Convoy ’75 and his freshman 
roommate, Bill DeBlock ’75, got 
together in early May for a grand tour 
of Silk City (Paterson, N.J.), where both 
of them were born. Highlights included 
Union and Central Reformed Churches, 
Hinchcliff Stadium, the Great Falls 
Historic District, Habitat for Humanity 
sites, Kennedy High School, and of 
course, North 2nd Street.
Ronald Dimon ’75 and Kay Hapke 
’76  Dimon celebrated their 40th 
wedding anniversary.  They have four 
children and four grandchildren.
Karen Johnson-Weiner ’75 is 
currently a professor of linguistic 
anthropology at SUNY Potsdam.  She 
is looking forward to chairing the 
department again this coming fall and 
then taking a sabbatical in 2015.  In the 
fall of her sabbatical year, she will be the 
Snowden Fellow at the Young Center 
for Anabaptist and Pietist Studies at 
Elizabethtown College, in Elizabethtown, 
Pa., where she hopes to complete a book 
on the Swartzentruber Amish, the most 
conservative of Amish groups.
Sven Anderson ’76 is retiring from 
teaching environmental science and 
physics at Goodrich High School, 
Goodrich, Mich., this month. The next 
phase of his life will find him living near 
Interlochen enjoying the lakes, river and 
forests of northern Michigan.
Jon Soderstrom ’76 was honored by 
the Association of University Technology 
Managers with the 2014 Bayh-Dole 
Award given in recognition of his untiring 
efforts to foster and promote intellectual 
property activities on behalf of the 
university and nonprofit community.
Dan Van Pernis ’76 has retired after a 
35-year career as a high school guidance 
counselor at East Kentwood High School 
in Kentwood, Mich.
Barbara L. Wrigley ’76 and Nancy S. 
Hilton were married on Aug. 18, 2013, 
in Berkeley, Calif.  Barbara retired from 
a noted career in non-profit management 
in 2012, Together, they now have six 
grown children, three grandchildren and 
a West Highland Terrier, and provide 
live-in care for Nancy’s 90-year-old 
mother. 
Leslie Pett ’77 Johnson is the director 
of the Christian International School of 
Prague (CISP), which recently received 
accreditation from the Association of 
Christian Schools International (ACSI) 
and Middle States Association (MSA). It 
also has been recognized by the Czech 
Ministry of Education. A total of 80 
students from 21 countries attend CISP.
Amy Henrickson ’78 under the 
pen name “Ms. Hen” has successfully 
published four books for young readers.  
Each book features Lottie Gunderson, 
girl scientist.  The book titles are:  Lucky 
Lottie, Spotty Lottie, Rocky Lottie and Lakey 
Lottie.
Bob Niedt ’78 is a digital producer 
at the Washington Business Journal in 
Washington, D.C., and living in 
Northern Virginia. His journalism career 
consisted, in part, of shifting from the 
Holland Sentinel to the Syracuse, N.Y., 
Post-Standard, where he spent a bunch of 
years as an editor, writer, columnist and 
such. He also taught video, print and 
online journalism at the S.I. Newhouse 
School of Public Communications at 
Syracuse University and the Park School 
of Communications at Ithaca College. He 
reports that his four kids are grown and 
on amazing, divergent paths; and, come 
to think of it, so is he.
Robert Zendler ’79 of Flint, Mich., 
has been the ophthalmology residency 
director at Genesys Regional Medical 
Center since 1990.
80s
Jeffrey Cordes ’80 of Southlake, 
Texas was named the chief executive 
officer and a member of the board of 
directors at Ironclad Performance Wear 
Corporation.
Phillip Boeve ’81 has been providing 
free medical care to residents in rural 
Louisiana during an exercise called Cajun 
Care.  He was among 120 Navy and Air 
National Guard medical professionals 
who provided medical, dental and 
optometry care to the residents.
Roger Roelofs ’81 and Patricia Clouse 
were married in Grand Rapids, Mich.
R. Bruce Vogelaar ’82 was elected 
an American Physical Society Fellow.  
He is a professor of physics at Virginia 
Tech and director of the Kimballton 
Underground Research Facility.  He was 
selected for his significant contributions 
to neutrino physics and underground 
science.
Eva Dean ’83 Folkert of Holland, 
Mich., has concluded teaching full-time 
at Hope after serving as a member of the 
staff or faculty for more than 25 years, 
most recently as an assistant professor of 
kinesiology and co-director of athletics.  
She will be teaching two classes at the 
college in the fall about sports in society, 
but is focusing on developing her new 
freelance writing and sports management 
consulting business, PLAY|write, 
llc.  In addition, she will be working 
during the 2014-15 school year with the 
NCAA as an independent contractor 
for championships, events she helped 
coordinate multiple times while on the 
faculty at Hope.
Brian Schipper ’83 has been 
appointed to the Dice Holding Inc. 
board of directors. He is the vice 
president of human resources at Twitter.
Bonnie Corson ’84 Glasier currently 
works as an internal audit management 
consultant for the Institute of Internal 
Auditors (IIA) and performs quality 
assessment audits of Fortune 1000 audit 
departments.  She is a certified internal 
auditor and also has the certification 
in risk management assurance.  She 
received her MBA from Grand Valley.  
She lives with her husband Paul in 
Mackinaw City, Mich., in the summer 
and in Orlando, Fla., in the winter.  She 
currently serves on the IIA Professional 
Global Ethics Committee.
Margaret Gremore ’84 retired from 
Wells Fargo Bank and has moved from 
Walnut Creek, Calif., to Holland, Mich.
Brad Kuipers ’84 of Holland, Mich., 
is the manager of Rehabilitation Services 
for Holland Hospital’s  Outpatient 
Therapy Clinics, providing outpatient 
therapy in physical, occupational and 
speech language therapies, which also 
includes athletic training and sports 
medicine to four area high schools.
Lisanne Leech ’84 of Northbrook, 
Ill., has performed periodically with the 
Music Institute of Chicago in Evanston, 
Ill. She has been active with Bible study 
fellowship and community Bible study.
Scott Reenders ’84 of Grand Haven, 
Mich., has been growing his business, 
Heritage Property Management, by 
providing quality senior independent 
and assisted living communities through 
Michigan.
Teresa Schaal ’84 of East Grand 
Rapids, Mich., became the Kent County 
development director for the Salvation 
Army West Michigan - Northern Indiana 
region in April.
Janet Meyer Vincent ’84 is the pastor 
of the Bacon Hill Reformed Church 
in Schuylerville, N.Y., and also is the 
chaplain for Community Hospice.
Jim Broucek ’85 of Wayzata, Minn., 
has joined Wipfli, an accounting and 
consulting firm, as the senior manager.
Jim ’63 and Martie Tucker 
’63 Bultman of Holland, Mich., 
received honorary degrees from 
Northwestern College of Orange 
City, Iowa, on Saturday, May 
10.  In addition to having been 
Hope’s first couple from July 1, 
1999 through June 2013, Jim and 
Martie led Northwestern from 
1985 through June of 1999.  They 
each received the honorary Doctor 
of Humane Letters degree during 
Northwestern’s commencement 
ceremony in recognition of their 
lives of service to Christian higher 
education.  Jim also delivered 
Northwestern’s commencement 
address, “To Serve or Be Served:  
That Is the Question.” They 
are pictured with Northwestern 
President Greg Christy. (Photo 
by Dan Ross, courtesy of 
Northwestern College).
  hope.edu/nfhc
Kenneth Keegstra ’67 was 
elected to the National Academy 
of Sciences.  He is the Michigan 
State University Distinguished 
Professor of plant biology and 
of biochemistry and molecular 
biology.  He earned this honor 
for his work in investigating the 
biogenesis of chloroplasts and 
biosynthesis of plant cell walls, 
both unique parts of plant cells 
that distinguish them from the 
cells of other living organisms.  
He has also served as the scientific 
director of the Great Lakes 
Bioenergy Research Center, a 
partnership with Michigan State 
University and the University of 
Wisconsin.  In 2013, the center 
was renewed for an additional five 
years from the U.S. Department 
of Energy, providing an 
additional $125 million grant to 
continue its work on advanced 
biofuels.  This year’s academy 
cadre includes 84 new members 
and 21 foreign associates from 
15 countries in recognition for 
their distinguished and continuing 
achievements in original research. 
(Photo courtesy of Michigan State 
University)
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Tamra Japenga ’85 has changed jobs 
and is now a school social worker for 
Grand Haven Public Schools.
Johnny Marmelstein ’85 led the St. 
Margaret’s girls’ varsity soccer team to 
the CIF-Southern Section Division 5 
Championship. Entering the playoffs 
with a losing record, the Tartans reeled 
off six consecutive victories and upset 
the undefeated, third-ranked team in 
the division title match to earn their 
third championship in four seasons. St. 
Margaret’s finished their remarkable run 
with a 13-11-5 record. Marmelstein was 
named the CIF-SS Division 5 Coach of 
the Year, and now has an overall high 
school soccer coaching record of 410-
173-56.
Abby Madison ’86 Reeg of Spring 
Lake, Mich., recently joined the board 
of directors for the Holland Free Health 
Clinic.  She reports that she continues 
to enjoy life on staff at Hope and now 
also as a Hope parent. She recently 
went on her first Hope immersion trip, 
co-sponsored by the Union of Catholic 
Students. They worked with the Mission 
of Our Lady of the Angels in the Humbolt 
Park neighborhood of Chicago, Ill.
Patricia Taylor ’86 Schoonheim 
is the appointed charge nurse for the 
ambulatory staging unit at Parkwest 
Hospital, Knoxville, Tenn.
Alan Supp ’86 of Rockford, Mich., 
recently transferred his wealth 
management and institutional fixed 
income investment practice to the 
downtown Grand Rapids office of 
Morgan Stanley as senior vice president.  
He continues to serve as a relief 
veterinarian and a board member for 
Blandford Nature Center, chairing the 
donor development committee.  He is 
expecting his first grandchild (a girl) this 
July.
David Kuiper ’88 was named one of 
the top loan officers in the country by 
Mortgage Executive Magazine. He is the vice 
president and mortgage loan officer at 
the Northpointe Bank office.
90s
John Mitchell ’90 is a lieutenant 
commander in the U.S. Navy and was 
recently deployed for a nine-month tour 
of duty in the Mid East.  He is part of a 
nine-man trauma team with level two 
advance medical capabilities providing 
“mission specific” medical care at or near 
combat operations. Prior to his Navy 
service he served for 19 years in the 
U.S. Marine Corps on active duty and 
active reserves. He completed his Marine 
service as a major while working on his 
medical degree at the College of Human 
Medicine, Michigan State University 
and his residency at the University of 
Michigan in Anesthesiology.  He and his 
wife, Michelle Imhoff ’92 Mitchell, 
live in Okemos, Mich., and have two 
children.
Kristen Lambrides ’91 of Swartz 
Creek, Mich., served as sign interpreter 
during the Baccalaureate services and 
Commencement ceremony at Hope, 
held this year on Sunday, May 4.
Jonathan O’Brien ’91 was named 
among the “Leaders in the Law” by 
Michigan Lawyers Weekly. Jonathan has an 
office in Honigman’s Kalamazoo and 
Detroit locations.
Rachel Reenstra ’91 has finished her 
first season on The Wildlife Docs.  She has 
been in Los Angeles, Calif., for 20 years.
Kris Ritton ’91 and Kim Mason 
’98 Ritton announce the birth of Miles 
Vaughan on Feb. 16, 2014.
Mark Sharp ’91 signed a contract with 
CIRCA Gallery in Minneapolis, Minn., 
which will be representing his paintings.
William Teichert ’91 and Insook 
Kang announce the adoption of Ruby 
Seunghee on April 7, 2014.
Stephanie Smith ’92 DeChambeau 
is now program manager for a new 
initiative called Arts & Faith St. Louis. 
Arts & Faith St. Louis seeks to promote 
interfaith dialogue and understanding 
by facilitating partnerships between 
the arts and faith communities and 
collaboratively developing relevant 
arts programming. She notes that it’s a 
perfect blend of her religion major and 
music minor.
Thomas Werkman ’92 of  Grand 
Haven, Mich., is the new chief operation 
officer for Legacy Trust.
Mary Haddon ’92 and Ray Ritsema 
’89 were married on Sept. 21, 2013.  
Mary is a fourth-grade teacher at West 
Ottawa Public Schools.
Michelle Woolman ’93 Cornish 
is the new principal and director of 
adult education at Aces Academy (an 
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Remaining Connected Through Giving
Cyndie Bache ’69 took full advantage of her time as a student.  Life-shaping moments 
included a class in adaptive physical education for handicapped children as well as being a 
“big sister” for a young student all four years. Cyndie went on to enjoy a successful career in 
teaching and coaching.
Cyndie’s experience as a Dorian played a large role in her decision to give back to her alma 
mater.  She found the sorority’s model compelling. “It doesn’t end when you graduate,” 
Cyndie says. “You always remain a part of the Hope family.”  Having given back to Hope 
every year since graduation and making estate plans to include the college, Cyndie has 
demonstrated her love for the students at Hope.
Hope is grateful to all of the 700-plus members of the Dimnent Heritage Society for their 
generosity in supporting the students and faculty of the college.  
Throughout the college’s history, planned gifts from friends like Cyndie 
have helped shape the character of Hope College and its community.
Cyndie Bache ’69
For more information contact: 
John A. Ruiter, J.D.
Dir. of Development




Jodi Japinga ’75 Syens of 
Holland, Mich., was grand 
marshal of the Volksparade 
during Tulip Time on 
Wednesday, May 7.  She retired 
in 2013 as director of the City of 
Holland’s Park, Recreation and 
Transportation Department, 
where she worked for 37 years 
in various capacities.  She has 
served as a member of the 
Tulip Time board of directors 
and remains active in various 
activities.
Susan Mooy ’64 Cherup 
of Holland, Mich., who is the 
Arnold and Esther Sonneveldt 
Professor of Education at Hope, 
received the college’s 15th annual 
“Vanderbush-Weller Award” 
for strong, positive impact on 
students.  The award recognizes 
and supports the efforts of Hope 
faculty and staff who make 
extraordinary contributions to 
the lives of students.  She was 
honored during a luncheon on 
Thursday, May 1.
  hope.edu/nfhc 
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alternative high school within Alpena 
Public Schools).  She was the assistant 
principal at Thunder Bay Junior High 
School for the past four years.
Scott Runyon ’93 was voted by an 
overwhelming majority as the new pastor 
of the Federated Church of Grass Lake 
in Grass Lake, Mich., on Sunday, April 
6.  He is serving as co-pastor with the 
long-time pastor through the summer 
until his retirement, and then will hold 
the sole pastor position.  Federated 
Church began as two congregations 
each established in 1835 across the street 
from one another. They were federated 
(joined together as one congregation) 
in 1918, and to this day retain dual 
affiliation with the United Church of 
Christ and American Baptist Churches 
denominations.  He has also been in 
his final semester at the Ecumenical 
Theological Seminary in Detroit, and 
after a five-year journey has been looking 
forward to graduating this month with a 
Master of Divinity degree.
Rebecca Vomastek ’93 Hagerty of 
Traverse City, Mich., is in her 14th year 
of practicing medicine. She specializes 
in women’s health and is employed by 
Grand Traverse Women’s Clinic.
Julie Phillipps ’94 is an author 
and illustrator who has written a new 
children’s book, The Simples Love a Picnic, 
published earlier this year by Houghton 
Mifflin Harcourt.  Her previous 
children’s books include Monkey Ono, 
Wink: The Ninja Who Wanted to Nap and 
Wink: The Ninja Who Wanted to Be Noticed.  
,She is also a collage and watercolor 
artist who shows her work in the Greater 
Hartford, Conn., area, and lives in West 
Hartford with her husband and son.
Paul Ballard ’94 graduated with a 
Ph.D. in higher education leadership 
from Western Michigan University 
in December. He has accepted an 
appointment as the founding associate 
dean of student success and retention at 
Saint Norbert College in DePere, Wis.
Kristin Armbruster ’95 of Dallas, 
Texas., has accepted the role of vice 
president – finance at Avanade, 
a business technology solutions 
and managed services company 
headquartered in Seattle, Wash. It 
was created in 2000 as a joint venture 
between Accenture LLP and Microsoft, 
and today is majority owned by 
Accenture, where she spent the past 16 
years in various finance leadership roles.
John Bouws ’95 and Melissa 
Bakhuyzen ’95 Bouws announce the 
birth of Reece Corbin on March 20, 
2014.
Stacy Werkman ’95 Buzako and 
Joseph Buzako announce the birth of 
Prestyn Grace on March 6, 2014.
David Evenhuis ’95 has joined the 
law firm of McNees Wallace and Nurick.  
He will be working in the real estate 
group focusing on commercial real estate 
transactions and land acquisitions.
Richard Maples ’96 and Mindy 
Manalp were married on June 28, 2014.
Todd Bulgarelli ’97 of Olivet, Mich., 
has published his second book, A Rage in 
Winter. The book is a work of fiction set 
in the present day, but is partly inspired 
by actual events which happened in 
West Michigan in the late 1970s. It is a 
story dealing with themes of Christian 
sectarianism, the nature of jealousy 
and hatred, the origins of evil and the 
consequences of violence.
Rachel Hall ’97 and Shannon Polk 
’97 were married on April 12, 2014 in 
Rocky River, Ohio.   She is a special 
education teacher and also a professional 
photographer, and he is a partner in 
Haber Polk Kabat LLP located in 
Cleveland, Ohio.
Brooke Sherrod ’97 Jaeky and 
Matt Jaeky announce the birth of Liam 
Edward, born Oct. 6, 2013.
Aimee Sterk ’97 was reappointed to 
the Michigan Council for Rehabilitation 
Services by Governor Rick Snyder.  She 
is the program manager at the Michigan 
Disability Rights Coalition.
Nicholas Holtvluwer ’98 and 
Jennifer LaVan ’99 Holtvluwer 
announce the birth of Ava Lucille on 
March 21, 2014.
Joel Johnson ’98 is a registered 
representative and financial adviser with 
DeLong and Brower.
Laura Bonnema ’98 Lappenga and 
Benjamin Lappenga ’99 announce 
the birth of William James on Feb. 3, 
2014.
Brian Slenk ’98 and Ellen 
Colenbrander ’00 Slenk announce 
the birth of Mary Kate on March 17, 
2014.
Darren Toohey ’98 and Tiffany 
Toohey announce the birth of Cassin 
Sean on Feb 22, 2014.
Noah Haiduc-Dale ’99 of Tranquility, 
N.J., has published his monograph Arab 
Christians In British Mandate Palestine: 
Communalism & Nationalism, 1917-1948, 
which was published by Edinburg 
University.  He is an assistant professor 
of History at Centenary College.
Bethany Wezeman ’99 Kraseman 
and Stephen Kraseman ’99 announce 
the birth of David Henry on April 3, 
2014.
Amy Sanders ’99 Nielsen and Rob 
Nielsen announce the birth of Kinsley 
Grace on Oct. 30, 2013.
D.J. Reyburn ’99 has been hired as 
a full-time umpire for Major League 
Baseball.  He has umpired in the minors 
since 2000 and has worked 440 major 
league games since he started in the 
majors in June 2008.
Brent Rowe ’99 and Karen Schuen 
’04 Rowe announce the birth of Eliza 
Jacqueline Schuen Rowe on July 17, 
2013.
00s
Gary (Todd) Cooper ’00 and Kristi 
Cooper announce the birth of Olivia 
Grace on Feb. 21, 2014.
Beth Artman ’00 DeBoer and Daniel 
DeBoer announce the birth of Daphne 
Ann on Dec. 29, 2013.
David Dobb ’00 and Jennifer Dobb 
announce the birth of Ellary Grace on 
Feb. 24, 2014.
Nicholas Knebl ’00 and Erica 
Simpson ’01 Knebl announce the 
birth of Meghan Leigh on March 18, 
2014.
Michelle Kramer ’00 and David 
Grimestad were married on March 1, 
2014, in Naperville, Ill.
Elissa Wickmann ’00 Lappenga 
and her husband Dan Lappenga 
’01 in September opened a home in 
Los Angeles that offers short-term 
accommodations to women who move 
to the city to work in entertainment.  
The home allows them to adjust to 
a new city and challenging industry 
while living in a safe and supportive 
community.  
Mark Ray ’00 recently changed jobs 
to become a history teacher and head 
basketball coach at Detroit Country 
Day School.  
Lesley Woodall ’01 Coghill of West 
Olive, Mich., in June received the 
2013 Wave of Change Award from the 
Michigan Coalition To End Domestic 
and Sexual Violence for her outstanding 
service in preventing domestic and 
sexual violence in Michigan.
Matthew Goupell ’01 of Takoma 
Park, Md., received the R. Bruce 
Lindsay Award – Acoustical Society 
of America in May. This award is 
presented to a member of the Acoustical 
Society of America who is under 35 
years of age and who, during a period 
of two or more years immediately 
preceding the award, has been active 
in the affairs of the Society and has 
contributed substantially, through 
published papers, to the advancement of 
theoretical or applied acoustics, or both.
Jason Koedyker ’01 and Lisa 
Koedyker announce the birth of 
Evangelyn Rae on April 13, 2014.
Cara Klapp ’02 Montgomery and 
Jason Montgomery ‘03 announce the 
birth of Liliana Kate on March 5, 2014.
Kathryn McNeely ’02 Myrdahl 
and David Myrdahl  of Banning, Calif., 
announce the birth of Joshua John 
Myrdahl on March 19, 2014. Joshua 
joins big brother Matthew (two).
Trevor J. Weston ’02 this past 
fall was named an “Up and Coming 
Lawyer” by Michigan Lawyers Weekly.
Erin Hughes ’02 Cobb and Jeff Cobb 
announce the birth of Kaelan Fetzer on 
Aug. 3, 2013.
Eric Barendse ’03 and Eileen 
Barendse announce the birth of Maeze 
Terese on Oct. 10, 2013.
Matthew Bradley ’03 and Elizabeth 
Wyngarden ’04 Bradley announce 
the birth of Andrew William on April 
1, 2014.
Becky Chabot-Wieferich ‘03 and 
Nicole Chabot-Wieferich announce the 
birth of Cole Thurston on March 4, 
2014. 
Corrie Durham ’03 Hillary and 
Phil Hillary announce the birth of Myles 
Patrick on Oct. 12, 2013.
Laura Meisch ’03 Hoekema and 
Joel Hoekema announce the birth of 
Levi Andreas on Nov. 28, 2013.
Tyler Tacoma ’03 and Erin 
Koopman ’05 Tacoma announce the 
birth of Peyton Joy on Feb 14, 2014.
Emily McMullen ’04 Biggs and 
Kent Biggs ’05 announce the birth of 
Phil Waalkes ’92 and Annica 
Euvrard ’92 Waalkes; their 
daughter, Amelia; and Jackie 
Bigelow ’73 Reimink 
served with International 
Needs as part of a medical 
team bringing primary and 
urgent care to remote villages 
in the Southern Volta region 
of Ghana.  International Needs 
has many global missions to 
include rescuing women from 
indentured servitude and sexual 
slavery to planting Christian 
churches and water reclamation. 
They report that it was an 
indelible experience that will 
define and shape each of them 
for the rest of their lives.
Vicki Brunn ’84 of  Santa 
Monica, Calif., focused on 
training for seven months so 
she could successfully summit 
Mount Kilimanjaro in late 
February.  She spent nine days 
on the mountain, seven going 
up, and two on descent.  She 
traveled on the Lemosho 
route, which is a longer and 
more remote route, totaling 48 
miles.  Vicki reports that the 
toughest five-hour hike of  her 
life was followed by the most 
amazing exhilaration and sense 
of  content and accomplishment 
as she stood on the rooftop of  
Africa. Mount Kilimanjaro is 
the highest peak in Africa.  More 
about her climb is available 
online at brunnhikeskilimanjaro.
blogspot.com/.
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Nolan Wayne on Oct. 4, 2013.
Cory McCall ’04 Cooper and 
Matthew Cooper ’04 announce the 
birth of Matthew McCall Cooper on 
Jan. 14, 2014.
Veronica Farley-Seybert ’04 of 
Ann Arbor, Mich., is the debt programs 
specialist with the Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation.
Jessica Patrick ’04 Majerowicz 
received a Master of Arts in global 
history from American Public University 
in May 2014.
Michelle Smith ’04 Sandeen has 
relocated from Tanzania, East Africa, 
her home for the past eight years, to 
Western Pennsylvania. She still serves 
with Wycliffe Bible Translators, but 
now communicates with the Tanzanian 
translators via Internet.
Sarah Keenan ’04 Woodring and 
Ira Woodring announce the birth of 
Castiel Silas on April 19, 2014.
Daane Griffeth ’05 developed 
and implemented brand strategy for 
the Lexus social media channels and 
was recently promoted to the Toyota 
Motorsports division. He will be in 
charge of planning and executing  
at-track activation, hosting, and 
sponsorship activities surrounding 
NASCAR and other motorsports 
initiatives.
Christopher Johnson ’05 is the vice 
president of research and development 
with LeanLogistics.  The company was 
recently named 2014 “Pros to Know” 
by Supply Chain Executive magazine.
Ashley Weston ’05 Kiekintveld and 
Ryan Kiekintveld announce the birth of 
Everett Robart on March 25, 2014.
Dawn Flandermeyer ’05 Kopp of 
Seattle, Wash., was recently selected as 
a Women’s Global Health Fellow with 
the University of North Carolina. She 
will spend two years providing clinical 
care, educating local physicians, and 
performing research on women’s health 
in Malawi.
Janelle Swisher ’05 Sievert and 
Jared Sievert announce the birth of 
Harper Kathryn on April 24, 2014.
Jason Wagenmaker ’05 and Lindsey 
Wagenmaker announce the birth of 
Annalise Mae on March 27, 2014.
Sara Burns ’05 Creighton and 
Bradley Creighton announce the birth 
of Micah Alan on April 2, 2014.  Sara 
is finishing as the chief resident at the 
Children’s Hospital of Illinois and will 
start her pediatric cardiology fellowship 
at Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin in 
Milwaukee, Wis.
Kyle Barnes ’06 received his Ph.D. in 
exercise physiology from the Auckland 
University of Technology in Auckland, 
New Zealand.
Joseph Diekevers ’06 and Kristin 
Rose ’07 Diekevers announce the 
birth of Kinsley Rose on April 7, 2014.
Jessica Bodtke ’06 Hammer of 
Chicago, Ill., is the marketing director 
at the Andersonville Chamber of 
Commerce in Chicago, Ill.
Lindsey Vugteveen ’06 Helmholdt 
and Brian Helmholdt announce the 
birth of Molly Elayne on Dec. 26, 2013.
Erin Poll ’06 and Scott Tanis 
were married on Sept. 6, 2013, in 
Hudsonville, Mich.
Peter Hammer ’06 is dancing as a 
company member with Jump Rhythm 
Jazz Project and working with GrubHub 
Seamless.
Derek Cooper ’07 and Carolyn 
Cooper announce the birth of Mia Rose 
on Feb. 21, 2014.
Luke DeRoo ’07 and Katie 
VanderWeide ’07 DeRoo announce 
the birth of Evelyn Grace on Aug. 16, 
2013.  Luke will complete a residency 
in internal medicine in June, and will 
begin a fellowship in gastroenterology in 
July 2014.
Jennifer Stults ’07 Dykema of 
Wyoming, Mich., released a book of 
poems, I Call You Light, published by 
Finishing Line Press.
Stephen Foust-Christensen ’07 
and Kari Foust-Christensen ’05 
announce the birth of Carly Joyce on 
Feb. 26, 2014. They moved in March 
to New Jersey, as Stephen now works as 
a software engineer for Google in New 
York City, N.Y.
Rebecca Lathrop ’07 and Mark 
Lambach were married on April 5, 
2014, in Hilliard, Ohio.  Rebecca 
received a Doctor of Philosophy in 
mechanical engineering from Ohio State 
University on May 4, 2014.
Mark Fellwock ’08 and Jill Haverdink 
were married on Saturday, Nov. 9, 
2013, in Holland, Mich.
Clinton Jepkema ’08 and Laura 
Scherer ’08 Jepkema announce the 
birth of Evelyn Marie on Feb. 4, 2014.
Brandon Ruiter ’08 has been a 
supporting player on the drama Crisis, 
airing on Sundays on NBC.
Jonathan Zita ’08 and Stephanie 
Baker were married in September 
2013.  Jonathan works for the publishing 
company of Didder & Broderick in 
Northbrook, Ill.
Jennifer Fait ’09 and Andrew Puls 
were married on Oct. 13, 2013, in San 
Diego, Calif.
Allyson Grinage ’09 and Ryan Kelly 
’09 were married in July 2012, and live 
in Nashville, Tenn. Allyson graduated 
from Meharry Medical College School 
of Dentistry with a D.D.S. in May 
2014. After graduation she will serve 
in the United States Army as a captain 
in the Dental Corps at Fort Carson in 
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Samuel Ogles ’09 is a writer and an 
editorial intern at Christianity Today in 
Carol Stream, Ill.
Lani Pickard ’09 is serving with the 
Mennonite Central Committee Seed 
Program in Libertad, Columbia.  She is 
in the middle of a two-year commitment 
called Sembrando Paz or Planting 
Peace, immersing herself with the people 
in the city of Libertad leading workshops 
for the elders on leadership and human 
rights, and facilitating small groups 
teaching about environment, health, 
and security issues. She also works with 
youth who have need for extra attention 
regarding inappropriate behaviors and 
who have been victims of violence.  She 
has endeared herself to many with her 
fun, infectious, joyful personality and of 
course teaching all who will learn how to 
play Frisbee.
Shannon Craig ’09 Straw is a senior 
director at West End Strategy Team.
Emily Mannenbach ’09 Baker and 
Samuel Baker ’09 announce the birth 
of Lillian Rae on April 18, 2014.
10s
Kara Bodine ’10 will pursue a  
master’s in speech-language pathology 
from Indiana University.
Katie Van Duinen ’10 was a 
collections intern with the Holland 
Museum after graduation. After that 
internship ended, she stayed on as a 
collections volunteer. Eventually, she 
went back to school and earned an 
Master of Arts in history from Central 
Michigan University. During a summer 
as a graduate student, she interned at the 
Michigan Historical Museum in Lansing 
in their collections department. She is 
now is eagerly anticipating her new job 
as a historic interpreter for Colonial 
Williamsburg.
Justin Zita ’10 of Evanston, Ill., works 
for the United States Coast Guard, 
Wilmette Harbor.
Michael Schatz ’11 is the vice 
president of operations for Cornish Zack 
Hill & Associates, Inc. in Southfield, 
Mich.
Casey Sullens ’11 is a human resource 
coordinator with Thomson Reuters in 
Dexter, Mich.
Josh Wunderlich ’11 is the 2013-14 
Fellow with the United Nations World 
Food Program with Princeton in Africa 
in Malawi.
Logan Neil ’12 is the head manager for 
the Western Michigan University men’s 
basketball team.
David Winters ’12 of Chicago, Ill., is 
a financial analyst with Profile Products 
LLC.
Reneé Wynveen ’12 graduated with 
a Master of Arts degree in international 
economics and conflict management 
from Johns Hopkins SAIS in May 2014.
Nicholas Boersma ’13 will pursue his 
Ph.D. in organic chemistry at Michigan 
State University this fall.
Michael Hapner ’13 was recently 
commissioned as a second lieutenant 
and will be stationed with the 385th MP 
Battalion in Fort Stewart.
Charlotte Park ’13 is now working 
as an account coordinator at the 
public relations firm Lou Hammond & 
Associates in Charleston, S.C. She began 
work in September 2013.
Meredith Rice ’13 will be attending 
the Lincoln Memorial University College 
of Veterinary Medicine in the fall.
Nicole Potter ’13 Rieth is a registered 
nurse in the neonatal intensive care unit 
at Helen DeVos Children’s Hospital.
Class of 2014
Carlie Anderson ’14 will be teaching 
middle school mathematics and coaching 
volleyball at First Presbyterian Day 
School in Macon, Ga.
Kathrine Ansel ’14 will pursue an 
MSN at University of Michigan’s School 
of Nursing.
Michael Atwell ’14 will be attending 
medical school at the University of 
Illinois.
Julia Austin ’14 is a mechanical 
systems engineer at Dematic in Grand 
Rapids, Mich.
Nathan Axdorff ’14 will be attending 
Grand Valley State University for 
his master’s in higher education with 
an emphasis on student affairs and 
leadership. He also received a graduate 
Marie Blauwkamp ’62, 
Thomas Gouwens ’72, 
Richard Van Oss ’75, 
Patricia Pratt ’81, Norene 
Walters ’82, David Schout 
’00, and Chris Dekker 
’08 played in the annual 
Tulip Time organ recitals 
held on Hope’s campus at 
Dimnent Memorial Chapel 
on Wednesday-Saturday, May 
7-10.  Also performing were 
Elizabeth Claar West and 
Huw Lewis of the Hope music 
faculty and student musicians 
Zachary DeBrune, John 
Deppe, Aaron Goodyke and 
David Heinze.
Sarah Ashcroft ’11 of 
Rochester, N.Y., performed a 
concert at Hope on Saturday, 
April 26, in Dimnent Memorial 
Chapel.  She recently pursued 
a Master of Music in vocal 
performance and literature at 
Eastman School of Music, and 
her concert was a preview of 
her master’s recital, which she 
presented on Monday, May 5.  
She will continue at Eastman 
for her doctoral degree.  She 
was awarded a Distinguished 
Artist Award, the Joyce 
Morrison scholarship and the 
Sakiko Kanmori Award while 
at Hope.  She was also the 
first-place winner in the Opera 
Grand Rapids Collegiate Vocal 
Competition in 2011.
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Jourdin Barkman ’14 will pursue 
a Master of Science degree in exercise 
physiology at Michigan State University.  
She will also be working on pediatric 
exercise intervention methods with Dr. 
Karin Pfeiffer.
Jacqueline Baumeister ’14 will be 
attending Valparaiso University for 
school psychology.  She is enrolled in the 
three-year, dual-degree program to get 
her master’s in education as well as her 
education specialist degree.
Jodi Beckman ’14 is competing for 
Miss Michigan on Thursday–Saturday, 
June 12-14.
Amanda Beck ’14 is taking a gap year 
working for the summer science camps 
and then will be applying for dental 
schools.
Alexandra Benson ’14 received a 
Woodrow Wilson Teaching Fellowship 
in Michigan and will be attending 
Wayne State University to complete her 
teaching certification in chemistry and 
mathematics and her Master of Arts in 
teaching.
Grace Blank ’14 received a Woodrow 
Wilson Teaching Fellowship and will 
pursue a master’s in education at the 
University of Michigan and student teach.
Ashley Blauwkamp ’14 and Jacob 
Golin were married on Friday, May 30.
Nick Blogin ’14 is the Avian Point 
Count technician and boat lead with The 
Saltmarsh Habitat and Avian Restoration 
Program/The Audubon Society in 
Cambridge, Maryland.
Camille Borst ’14 is a nurse at 
Spectrum Health in Grand Rapids, 
Mich., on a progressive care/burn unit.
Mary Bradley ’14 is a quality 
assurance coordinator at Hearthside 
Foods Solutions in Gibson City, Ill.
Elisabeth Brewington ’14 is working 
at a day center with adults with acquired 
brain injury as a life skills coach in 
Portland, Maine. In October she will 
be teaching ESL at a middle school in 
Chiang Mai, Thailand while applying 
for doctorate programs for occupational 
therapy.
Kelsi Briegel ’14 will pursue a Master 
of Social Work degree at the University 
of Michigan.
Brittany Buikema ’14 will pursue 
a master’s in health administration at 
Grand Valley State University.
Meredith Busman ’14 will be 
attending Wayne State Medical School 
in the fall and will be a head cook for a 
children’s summer camp.
Allison Campbell ’14 will pursue 
a master’s in occupational therapy at 
Midwestern University.
Chelsea Campbell ’14 is working 
with MPI Research in Mattawan, Mich.
Katie Carlson ’14 is the human 
resource coordinator at Gentex 
Corporation in Zeeland, Mich.
Payton Carty ’14 is an event 
coordinator intern at Human Movement 
Management in Louisville, Colo.
Raelene Clark ’14 will be attending 
Grand Valley State University’s 
occupational therapy program.
Tyler Cronin ’14 will pursue a 
master’s in kinesiology at the University 
of Michigan and will be working in the 
football program as a graduate assistant 
athletic trainer.
Andrew Cutshall ’14 will be attending 
Indiana University School of Medicine at 
the Indianapolis campus.
Eric Dawson ’14 will be moving to 
New York City and pursue a Master of 
Social Work degree.
Margaret Deaton ’14 will attend 
Baylor College of Medicine’s master’s 
of orthotics and prosthetics program in 
Houston, Texas.
William DeBoer ’14 will be a 
broadcast intern for the DuPage County 
Hounds, a baseball team in the Midwest 
Collegiate League.  He will be providing 
play-by-play during game broadcasts, 
writing stories and game recaps, and 
hosting pregame and post-game shows.
Dylan DeLapa ’14 is working for 
Dow Chemical in the commercial 
development program.
Jared DeMeester ’14 is running a 
company that he started in 2012 called 
Sweet Spot Wheels, which makes 
urethane longboard wheels and builds 
wells in Africa.  He will also be pursuing 
a master’s in jazz performance at 
Western Michigan University.
Clare DeVeau ’14 will pursue a 
Master of Social Work degree at the 
University of Michigan.
Wilford Dilbert ’14 will pursue a 
Master of Divinity degree at Western 
Theological Seminary.
Nicole Ditto ’14 is a youth care worker 
at Bashor Children’s Home in Goshen, 
Ind.
Andrew Dolehanty ’14 will pursue 
a D.O. degree at Michigan State 
University College of Osteopatic 
Medicine.
Colin Drinkard ’14 will pursue a 
master’s degree in athletic training at 
the University of Kentucky and will be a 
graduate assistant athletic trainer.
Heather Englert ’14 is a registered 
nurse in the University of Michigan 
Hospital Emergency Department.
Leah Ewald ’14 will begin a five-month 
internship with Valpo Surf Project in 
Valparaiso, Chile, beginning in July.
Larissa Fall ’14 will be teaching at 
Meyer Music in Muskegon, Mich., 
and teaching private lessons.  She will 
also be taking online classes through 
the University of Kentucky for arts 
administration.  She will continue 
performing with the Holland Symphony 
and will audition for the West Michigan 
Symphony in Muskegon.
Sarah Fodor ’14 will be attending 
Marquette University School of Dentistry 
in the fall.
Ashley Fraley ’14 will be working with 
Teach for America in Detroit, Mich.
Catherine Gammon ’14 will be 
attending Michigan State University 
College of Veterinary Medicine.
Bill Getschman ’14 is working in 
stadium operations with the West 
Michigan Whitecaps.
Samantha Gindl ’14 will pursue a 
Master of Social Work degree at Indiana 
University.
Eric Greve ’14 and Felicia Mata 
’14  were married on May 17, 2014, in 
Dimnent Memorial Chapel. Eric will 
pursue a Ph.D. in chemistry at University 
of Wisconsin Madison, and Felicia will 
pursue a Ph.D. in clinical psychology at 
Marquette University in Milwaukee, Wis.
Jamie Grit ’14 will pursue a Ph.D. at 
Van Andel Institute Graduate School.
Susan Haigh ’14 received a Fulbright 
Scholarship Grant to Perpignan, France 
and will be teaching English next year.
Sabrina Hakim ’14 will pursue a 
doctorate of psychology for clinical 
psychology at the University of 
Indianapolis.
Karen Harvey ’14 will be moving to 
Bangkok, Thailand to do mission work 
with NightLight International starting in 
January.
Jennifer Hielkema ’14 will be 
teaching seventh-grade science at 
Highland Junior High in Ogden, Utah.
Kaitlyn Holmwood ’14 will be 
working with Teach for America in 
Baton Rouge, La., as an elementary 
school teacher for the next two years.
Kelsey Janssen ’14 will be attending 
Michigan State College of Law.
Jacob Johnson ’14 will pursue a Ph.D. 
at the University of Michigan and will 
be in the PIBS (program in integrated 
biomedical sciences) program.
Anna Kaufmann ’14 will be attending 
Vanderbilt Summer Business Institute in 
Nashville, Tenn.
Mary Kelso ’14 will be serving in 
Lutheran Volunteer Corps for one year.  
She will be a refugee resettlement case 
manager for Lutheran Social Service of 
Minnesota in Minneapolis, Minn.
Annalise Klein ’14 will be teaching 
mathematics for Teach for America in 
Hawaii and will be pursuing a Master of 
Science degree in education.
Tyler Koedyker ’14 is working in sales 
at Universal Forest Products in Granger, 
Ind.
Mackenzie Kostizen ’14 will pursue 
a Ph.D., in clinical psychology at the 
University of Detroit Mercy.
Drew Krumm ’14 will be taking a gap 
year before medical school.
Christian Leathley ’14 is serving as 
the assistant to Josh Byrenes, the general 
manager for the San Diego Padres 
baseball team in California.
Sarah Leonard ’14 moved to 
Washington, D.C., for a one-year 
volunteer commitment for Lutheran 
Volunteer Corps. She will be working as 
a case manager, assisting the homeless 
population at Miriam’s Kitchen.
Camerra Lightbourn ’14 will be 
working as a corps member with Teach 
for America as an eighth-grade English 
language arts teacher in Charlotte, N.C. 
She will also be pursuing a master’s in 
educational leadership at the University 
of North Carolina, Charlotte.
Rebekah Mackley ’14 will be 
attending the University of Michigan for 
a graduate degree in social work.
Sheri McCormack ’14 will be 
attending the University of Michigan 
School of Dentistry.
Molly McNair ’14 is a costume 
designer for the Heritage Theatre 
Company in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Ellen Milroy ’14 will be attending 
North Carolina State University 
in the master’s of higher education 
administration program.  Her 
assistantship will be in the Office of 
International Education.
Brina Miltenberger ’14 will pursue a 
Master of Social Work degree at Western 
Michigan University in the advanced 
standing program.
Hilary Moir ’14 is working for BDO, 
USA, LLP in the Grand Rapids, Mich., 
office.
Alex Mouw ’14 will pursue a Master 
of Fine Arts degree in creative writing at 
Purdue University. He is also a member 
of the Lilly Graduate Fellows program.
Robin Neuert ’14 will be student 
teaching at Grandville High School and 
will be getting married in July.
Molly O’Brien ’14 has moved to 
Grand Rapids, Mich., and is working for 
Serendipity Media, LLC.
Kelsey O’Brien ’14 will be going 
into film production and will continue 
to perform in orchestras as much as 
possible.
Miranda Orlando ’14 is working as 
a patient care technician at a hospital in 
Illinois.
Kate Palmer ’14 will be attending 
Midwestern University for a graduate 
degree in occupational therapy.
Amanda Palomino ’14 will pursue a 
master’s in library science at University 
of Michigan School of Information 
Program.
AnnMarie Paparelli ’14 moved to 
San Francisco and will be in charge of 
marketing and management at Wine & 
Canvas San Francisco.
Samuel Pederson ’14 will be teaching 
in LaUnion Honduras at Abundant Life 
Christian Schools, teaching high school 
mathematics.
Kathryn Pritchard ’14 is a 
community living support mentor, 
assisting physically and mentally disabled 
persons with their daily lives at Indian 
Trails Camp.
Colleen Quick ’14 is a financial 
advisor with Edward Jones.
Emily Raetz ’14 will be attending 
University of Michigan’s School of 
Dentistry.
Rachel Rebhan ’14 will pursue her 
doctorate in physical therapy.
Matthew Ringel ’14 will be attending 
Rollins School of Public Health at Emory 
University.
Victoria Rombach ’14 will be 
teaching first-sixth grade Spanish at 
Innocademy in Zeeland, Mich.
Marcy Rudins ’14 will pursue a 
Master of Divinity degree at Western 
Theological Seminary.
Bethany Schmall ’14 will pursue 
a Master of Divinity degree at Duke 
University.
Kaitlyn Schmidt ’14 is doing mission 
work in Nairobi, Africa, for the summer.
Michael Schofield ’14 will be studying 
in Spain in the fall and then working for 
a pharmaceutical company in December.
Alexis Sears ’14 is working at the 
Inner Door Center in Royal Oak and 
will be pursuing a Master of Social Work 
degree at the University of Michigan in 
the fall of 2015.
Alyssa Silletti ’14 will pursue a 
master’s degree at the University of 
Michigan School of Social Work.
Steven Skawski ’14 will be attending 
Colombia University on a Fulbright 
Scholarship.
Natalie Slechta ’14 will attend the 
speech-language pathology graduate 
program at University of Illinois at 
Urbana/Champaign.
Julia Slesinski ’14 will pursue a 
master’s of public health degree in the 
dietetics program at the University of 
Michigan.
Mallory Smith ’14 is working at the 
Van Andel Research Institute in the 
laboratory of musculoskeletal oncology, 
working for Dr. Matthew Steensma 
’97, this summer, and then will attend 
Wayne State University School of 
Medicine in the fall.
Trenton South ’14 will pursue a 
Master of Divinity degree at Western 
Theological Seminary.
Allyson Stapleton ’14 has moved to 
Grand Rapids, Mich., and is a youth 
treatment specialist at Wedgwood 
Christian Services.
Amy Stauffer ’14 will be getting 
married in August and then moving to 
Evanston, Ill., where she will be looking 
for a nursing job.
Chelsea Tessier ’14 is the scheduler 
for Congresswoman Jackie Walorski in 
Washington, D.C.
Anna Theisen ’14 is working for a 
non-profit organization she co-founded 
called Songs against Slavery, which is 
currently based out of Grand Rapids. 
She plans to move to Nashville, Tenn., 
next year to start the organization there.
Tom Tresh ’14 will pursue a doctorate 
in physical therapy at Grand Valley 
State University.
Elizabeth Unterbrink ’14 is taking 
a gap year doing clinical research at 
Children’s Hospital of L.A. and then will 
be doing a Chinese immersion program.
Brady Van Malsen ’14 will be 
studying in Liverpool, England, this 
summer and then will be student 
teaching at Zeeland West in the fall.
Katherine VanDenburgh ’14 will 
pursue a Ph.D. in chemistry at Indiana 
University.
Kali Van Dyk ’14 will pursue a 
master’s degree in occupational therapy 
at Midwestern University.
Allison Webster ’14 will be attending 
the Michigan College of Optometry at 
Ferris State University.
Catherine White ’14 will pursue 
a master’s in public health degree at 
Grand Valley State University.
Meredith Whitehead ’14 will be 
teaching for Abundant Life Christian 
School in Gracias, Honduras.
Sarah Wieskamp ’14 has joined 
World Horizons, spending a year doing 
mission work.  Her training will begin 
in South Wales followed by a six-month 
field placement, yet to be determined.
Sutton Williams ’14 will pursue 
a Ph.D. in clinical anatomy at the 
University of Mississippi Medical 
Center.
Natalie Woodberry ’14 will be 
attending the Mayo School of Health 
Sciences Doctor of Physical Therapy 
program in Rochester, Minn.
Jennifer Yerks ’14 will pursue a 
master’s degree in dance movement 
therapy at Lesley University in 
Cambridge, Mass.
Deaths
The college is often privileged to receive 
additional information in celebration 
of the lives of members of the Hope 
community who have passed away. 
Please visit the expanded obituaries we 
have made available online if you wish 
to read more about those whose loss is 
noted in this issue.
  hope.edu/nfhc
Gertrude Jalving ’33 
Kleinheksel of Holland, Mich., died on 
Thursday, April 10, 2014.  She was 102.
She was preceded in death by her 
husband, Henry Kleinheksel ’36.
Survivors include her children, John 
(Sharon Van’tKerkhoff ’60) Kleinheksel 
Sr. ’60, Paul (Jacki) Kleinheksel ’63, 
Russell (Pamela) Kleinheksel ’66, 
Joanne (Paul) Hettinga, and Martha 
(Bill) Vander-Marel; 12 grandchildren, 
including Kris Kleinheksel ’83 Hegedus, 
and John Kleinheksel Jr. ’86; 20 
great-grandchildren, including Caden 
Kleinheksel ’17; and sister-in-law, 
Bernice Kolenbrander.
Donald Cordes ’40 of Des 
Moines, Iowa, died on Tuesday, April 
22, 2014.  He was 97.
He was CEO of Iowa Methodist 
Medical Center.  He opened the first 
adult psychiatric unit in a community 
hospital and the first alcohol treatment 
center in the state. He served as an 
instructor and assistant professor of 
health care administration at both 
Washington University and the 
University of Chicago.
He was preceded in death by his 
parents; brother Emerson (Bette) Cordes; 
sister, Lucille (Charles) Starr; wife 
Harriet Cordes; and daughter, Beverly.
Survivors include his daughter, 
Karen Cordes (Bill Davis); and nieces 
and nephews, Cynthia (John) Helt, Tim 
(Vicky) Cordes, Warren (Julie) Starr and 
Ray Starr.
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Share a  
milestone
Your Hope friends want to hear 
from you! Please share with us 
special moments, events, and 
updates from your life to be 
included in a forthcoming issue.
Information may be submitted 
online via hope.edu/alumni/update 
or mailed to: Alumni News; Hope 
College Public and Community 
Relations; 141 E. 12th St.; PO Box 
9000; Holland, MI  49422-9000.
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James Riekse ’41 of Grand 
Rapids, Mich., died on Tuesday, April 8, 
2014.  He was 94.
He was an obstetrician and 
gynecologist at Butterworth Hospital 
from 1950 to 1988. He served as chief 
of staff, chairman of the OB-GYN 
department, and president of the West 
Michigan OB-GYN.  He helped found 
Planned Parenthood in Kent County and 
served as their medical director for seven 
years.
 He received the Distinguished 
Alumni Award from Hope in 2000.
He was preceded in death by son, 
Jim Riekse Jr.; son-in-law, Jack Zeep; 
and brother and sister-in-law, Martin 
(Agnes) Riekse.
Survivors include his wife, Helena 
Riekse; children, Nancy Riekse ’71 
(John ’71) Norden, Meredith Riekse, 
Judith Riekse Marcus, and Laurel 
Riekse ’50 (Fred ’82) VanDyke; eight 
grandchildren, including Andrew 
Norden ’99, Brad Norden ’04, 
James Riekse ’97, Jamie Riekse ’00 
McWilliams, Karl Hoesch ’07, Kathryn 
Hoesch ’01 DeWys and Thomas Hoesch 
‘04; 15 great-grandchildren; three step-
grandchildren; one step-great-grandson; 
and sister, Lucille Riekse ’50 (Howard 
’51) Claus.
Anita Vogt ’41 Willis of Holland, 
Mich., died on Monday, April 28, 2014.  
She was 95. 
She was a Camp Fire leader for 
many years.
She was preceded in death by her 
husband, Rene Willis ’41.
Survivors include her daughter, 
Pamela (Annie) Olson; son-in-law, Phil 
Olson; three grandchildren; and four 
great-grandchildren. 
Dayton Smith Jr. ’42 of 
Coxsackie, N.Y., died on Tuesday, 
March 11, 2014.  He was 92.
He was a World War II veteran, 
serving in the U.S. Army Air Corps 
in the Central Pacific on the islands of 
Hawaii, Saipan and le Shima.
He worked as an accountant at The 
Examiner-Recorder, Greene County 
Memorial Hospital and Henzel Power.
He was preceded in death by his 
wife of 62 years, Edna May Seavers 
Smith; and two half-sisters, Ellen 
Whitbeck and Frances Adams.
Survivors include his children, Gary 
(Carol) Smith, Roger (Susan) Smith, 
Allison (Tom McManus) Smith and 
Gregg Smith; four grandchildren; three 
great-grandchildren; and two sisters-in-
law, Helen Ross and Elsie Seavers.
Frank Lepori ’43 of San Jose, 
Calif., died on Sunday, April 21, 2013.  
He was preceded in death by a son.
Survivors include his wife of 71 
years, Marie Lepori; and two sons.
Ruth Probst ’47 Vines of West 
Nyack, N.Y., died on Monday, April 15, 
2013.  She was 88.
She was a music teacher and 
organist for many local churches.
Survivors include her children, 
Susan (Dennis) Duffy, Christi “Prin” 
(Robert) Kemmer, William Vines 
Jr. and James Vines; and seven 
grandchildren.
Leona Overbeek ’47 Voss of 
Jenison, Mich., died on Sunday, March 
9, 2014.  She was 88.
She was a registered nurse for many 
years.
She was preceded in death by her 
husband, John Overbeek; six brothers; 
and one sister.
Survivors include her children, 
Judy McClure, Nona (Joe) Bushman, 
Jean (Mark) Oosterheert, and Jack Voss; 
seven grandchildren, including Andrew 
(Ryan) Oosterheert ’02 and Joseph 
(Lea) Oosterheert ’04; nine great-
grandchildren; and sisters-in-law, Verta 
Overbeek, Joyce Overbeek, and Betty 
Overbeek.
Renze Hoeksema Sr. ’48 of 
Holland, Mich., died on Monday, April 
14, 2014.  He was 94.
He was a World War II veteran 
serving in the Pacific Theater as an 
intelligence officer, and spent 20 years as 
a Foreign Service officer with the U.S. 
State Department. He received honors 
including a Bronze Star, Legion of Merit 
and National Medal of Merit awards.
He was a professor of political 
science at Hope from 1971 to 1986. 
He received the Distinguished Alumni 
Award from the Hope College Alumni 
Association in 1998.  He helped to 
found the Hope Academy of Senior 
Professionals in 1988.  He established 
the Renze Lyle Hoeksema Prize in 
Political Science for juniors majoring in 
political science who best demonstrate 
excellence in the classroom, interest in 
political science and promise of a useful 
career in public service.
He was preceded in death by 
his wife, Marjorie Hoeksema; his 
parents; brothers, Frederick and James 
Hoeksema; and sisters, Gertrude Van 
Polen and Gladys Timmer.
Survivors include his children, 
Richard Nolen-Hoeksema ’77, Renze 
(Kristin) Hoeksema Jr. ’79 and Margot 
Hoeksema ’79 (Barry) Wynveen; 
six grandchildren, including Renee 
Wynveen ’12; and sister-in-law, Emma 
Hoeksema.
L’bertha Visscher ’48 Rycenga 
of Spring Lake, Mich., died on 
Thursday, March 13, 2014.  She was 86.
She was an educator with the 
Spring Lake Schools for more than 30 
years.  She co-owned the Dansk Kro 
restaurant in Grand Haven, Mich., for 
many years.
 She was preceded in death by her 
husband, Theodore Rycenga ’51.
Survivors include her daughter, 
Laura Rycenga ’71 (Rich) Draeger; 
and son, Ted (Carole) Rycenga ’72; 
six grandchildren, including Matthew 
(Anne Baker ’05) Rycenga ’06; nine 
great-grandchildren; a niece; and friend, 
John Logan.
Jean Wiersma ’49 Weener of 
Holland, Mich., died on Thursday, 
March 20, 2014.  She was 86.
She taught at Waukazoo 
Elementary School and in the 
Kalamazoo Public Schools, and for 40 
years served alongside her husband in 
pastoral ministry. 
She was preceded in death by her 
husband Jay Weener ’49; and a son, 
Donald Weener.
Survivors include her children, 
Susan Weener ’81 (Stephen ’79) 
VanDop, Mary Weener ’79 (David 
’82) Wierenga, and James (Debbie) 
Wayner; eight grandchildren, including 
Abigail Wierenga ’04, Jennifer 
Wierenga ’06, Joshua VanDop ’05 and 
Rebekah VanDop ’10 Gray; four great-
grandchildren; and several siblings and 
siblings-in-law.
Jean Rivenburgh ’50 Cook 
of Holland, Mich., died on Monday, 
March 17, 2014.  She was 85.
She substitute taught and was 
involved in many church, college and 
seminary service groups. 
She was preceded in death by her 
husband, James Cook ’48; and son, Paul 
Cook.
Survivors include her children, 
Mark (Janet Ross ’76) Cook ’73, Carol 
Cook ’76 (Lynn Allen Roberson), 
and Timothy (Linda) Cook; five 
grandchildren, including Ann 
Cutterbuck-Cook ’05 and Margaret 
Cook ’10; and brothers-in-law, Roger 
(Arlene) Cook, and Robert Cook.
Carl Van Raalte ’50 of Holland, 
Mich., died on Thursday, March 27, 
2014.  He was 87.  
He was a veteran of the U.S. Navy, 
serving in World War II.
He was teacher in the Holland 
Public Schools for 30 years.
He was preceded in death by his 
wife of 61 years, Arlene Wieten ’49 Van 
Raalte.
Survivors include his children, 
Christine Van Raalte, Carl Van Raalte 
and Jon (Samantha) Van Raalte; and 
four grandchildren.
John Bremer ’52 of Zeeland, 
Mich., died on Tuesday, April 1, 2014.  
He was 86.
He was a radioman serving in the 
U.S. Navy.
He worked on cruise missile design 
for the defense industry. He retired from 
General Dynamics.
Survivors include his wife of 56 
years, JoAnn Bremer; children, J. 
Dirk Bremer, Brenda (Rich) Klein, 
Eric (Kim) Bremer, Annie (Eric) 
Friedrich; seven grandchildren; two 
great-granddaughters; brother, William 
(Linda) Bremer; and in-laws, John 
(Arloa) De Graaf, Doris Krapp, Marian 
Darby, Mike (Lois) DeGraaf, Evelyn 
(Wallace) Versluis, Fred (Pam DeGraaf, 
and Paul (Therse) DeGraaf.
 JoAnn VanderWerp ’52 Dobben 
of  Norton Shores, Mich., died on 
Sunday, May 4, 2014.  She was 84.
She taught at Oakview Elementary 
for 34 years, retiring in 1987.
She was preceded in death by her 
husband, Clifford Dobben ’52; parents; 
and brother, William VanderWerp.
Survivors include her brother, 
George VanderWerp; and sisters-in-law, 
Bette VanderWerp, Barbara Terres and 
Vivan (David) Camp.
Rodger Kramer ’52 of Grand 
Haven, Mich., died on Friday, March 
21, 2014.  He was 84.
He served in the U.S. Air Force 
during the Korean War and was a 
member of the Air Force Band.
He was an instrumental music 
teacher for the Birmingham Public 
Schools for 27 years. After retirement he 
worked part-time as a limousine driver, a 
floral delivery driver and a bank courier.
He was preceded in death by his 
wife, Ruth VanderVelde Kramer.
Survivors include his daughters, 
Kim (Bob) Boston, and Lori (Dave) 
Estes; seven grandchildren; six great-
grandchildren; sister, Beth (Bud) 
Kamphuis; brother, Eldon “Rox” (Jan) 
Kramer; and several brothers and 
sisters-in-law.
Norman Rieck ’53 of Holland, 
Mich., died on Tuesday, April 29, 2014.  
He was 91.
He was a veteran of World War II, 
serving with the U.S. Army Air Corps 
as an air traffic controller in India and 
China.
He retired in 1986 as professor 
emeritus of biology after teaching at 
Hope for 24 years. His specialty was in 
neuroanatomy, the study of the nervous 
system. He was the first person at Hope 
to coordinate and advise all students 
who were headed for health professions.  
He had also advised the college’s chapter 
of Alpha Epsilon Delta, the pre-med 
honorary society, for 14 years, until 
1977. 
Survivors include his wife of 60 
years, Ellen Lidstron ’51 Rieck; a son, 
Richard (Susan) Rieck; and three 
grandchildren.
Joan Van Wingeren ’56 
Retsema of Grandville, Mich., died on 
Thursday, April 17, 2014.  She was 79.
She taught Bible study classes at 
Zion Reformed Church. 
She was preceded in death 
by parents; her brothers, Gary 
VanWingeren and John VanWingeren 
‘65; and brother-in-law, James Retsema.
Survivors include her husband of 
54 years, Robert Retsema; daughters, 
Deborah (Owen) Laughlin, Janet (Brad) 
Spiegel, Laura (Matthew) Woolford; 
eight grandchildren; sister, Sharon 
VanWingeren ’63 (Arlin) Meyer; her 
brother-in-law, and sisters-in-law, 
Arthur Retsema, Karen Grabinski ’69 
VanWingeren, Arija Retsema.
Robert Van Ark ’57 of Jefferson 
City, Mo., died on Thursday, March 20, 
2014.  He was 83.
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He was in the signal corps and 
trained as a cameraman in the U.S. 
Army, and during the Korean War was 
posted at Army General Headquarters 
in Tokyo, Japan, where he was the 
only motion picture cameraman for the 
Army.  He was awarded the Bronze 
Star.
He worked for the Missouri 
Public Expenditure Survey for 32 
years. He worked for the Missouri 
Tax Commission from 1990 until his 
retirement in 1998.
Survivors include his wife Barbara 
Van Ark; children; Ruth (Jeff) Stegner, 
Robert Van Ark, Jurry (Nera) Van Ark, 
and Dorothy (Jennifer Hogan) Van 
Ark; seven grandchildren; and sister-in-
law, Esther Van Ark.
 Rosemarie Kish ’58 Evenhuis 
of  Novi, Mich., died on Tuesday, May 
6, 2014.  She was 77.
Survivors include her husband, 
James Evenhuis ’58; son, David (Nicole) 
Evenhuis ’95; two grandchildren; 
and sister, Margaret Kish ’67 Palmer-
Steinmetz.
John Van Dyke Jr. ’58 of 
Elkhart, Ind., died on Saturday, April 
26, 2014.  He was 78.
He was a Ph.D. research scientist 
at Miles Laboratories.
Survivors include his wife, Patricia 
Van Dyke; his daughter, Kathryn 
Shanholt; sons, Matthew (Lisa) Van 
Dyke, Peter (Heliene) Van Dyke and 
Stephen Lang; a sister, Donna Van 
Dyke; six grandchildren; and three 
great-grandchildren.
Clyde LeTarte ’60 of Whitehall, 
Mich., died on Friday, March 28, 2014. 
He was 75.
He served as dean of the graduate 
school at Eastern Michigan University, 
vice president of academics at Triton 
College and president of Jackson 
Community College.
Survivors include his wife of 48 
years, Kathy LeTarte; two children, 
Rick LeTarte and Rhonda Fiero; 
sisters, Carol (Don) Herrgord and 
Charlene (Dave) Neblett; and six 
grandchildren.
Rodney Iwema ’62 of Gurnee, 
Ill., died on Saturday, March 29, 2014. 
He was 74.
He was superintendent of Gurnee 
School District 56 from 1974 to 1982 
and was a State Farm insurance agent 
until his retirement in 2001.
Survivors include his wife of 
52 years, Diane Iwema; children, 
Kent (Sherri) Iwema, Cheryl (Eric) 
Dorobek, and Darrell Iwema; brother, 
Larry (Kathy) Iwema; sister-in-law, 
Sharon (Randy) Boonstra; and five 
grandchildren. 
David Musser ’63 of Emmaus, 
Pa., died on Friday, March 28, 2014.  
He was 73.
He was a published author and 
poet.
Word has been received of the 
death of Robert VanEtten ’63 of 
Cathedral City, Calif., who died on 
Thursday, March 13, 2014.  He was 
75.
James Hawkins ’64 of San 
Francisco, Calif., died on Wednesday, 
April 2, 2014.  He was 72.
He practiced geriatric and medical 
psychiatry at Highland General 
Hospital, Laguna Honda Hospital and 
Palo Alto Health Care System, retiring 
in 2008.
Survivors include his domestic 
partner, Chikara Abe.
Harvey Hoffman ’64 of Naples, 
Fla., died on Saturday, March 15, 
2014. He was 71.
He worked in the banking industry 
for 20 years, retiring as executive vice 
president from Lincoln First Bank.  He 
owned a consulting business, HAMDI, 
which he operated until his death.
Survivors include his wife, Sharon 
Burrill ’64 Hoffman; sons, Brad 
(Carleen) Hoffman and David (Cheryl) 
Hoffman ’93; one grandson; and sister, 
Karen (Jon) Hanson.
Robert Barrows ’65 of Nyack, 
N.Y., died on Monday, March 17, 
2014.  He was 70.
He served in the U.S. Army during 
the Vietnam era.
He was a marketing executive 
at New York Times Books.   He was 
also the organist and choirmaster at 
the Free Synagogue of Flushing, N.Y., 
from 1984 until his death, and was 
the organist and choirmaster at Grace 
Episcopal Church and taught music for 
several years at Dominican College.
Survivors include his wife, Susan 
Hellauer; children, Elizabeth Barrows, 
James Barrows and Rachel Collier; 
two grandchildren; and brother Roy 
(Margaret) Barrows.
Jay VanHoven ’66 of Flagler 
Beach, Fla., died on Friday, April 4, 
2014.  He was 69.
He was the superintendent of 
schools in Melvindale, DeTour Village, 
Mendon and Erie, Mich.
He was preceded in death by his 
father, mother, and two brothers-in-
law.
Survivors include his wife, Nancy 
VanHoven; children, Josh VanHoven 
(Carla), Janna (Charles) Diorio and 
Lydia (Grant) Stoye; one grandchild; 
sisters, Jill Washburn, Jane Butsic and 
Jana Underwood; brothers-in-law, Sam 
Washburn and Bill Butsic; and sister-in-
law, Judie Voight.
Roger Davis ’85 of Hudson, 
Wis., died on Friday, March 28, 2014.  
He was 51.
He owned Environmental Focus 
Inc., and was an adjunct professor at 
University of Wisconsin-River Falls.
Survivors include his wife, Laura 
Davis; son, Ty Davis; mother, Alice 
(Gargano) Davis; father, Robert 
Clinton Davis; stepmother, Deborah 
Davis; sister, Emily (John) Garies; and 
his wife’s family, Kenneth (Beverly 
Coshun, Pam Coshun and Marsha 
(Rory) Kircher.
Sympathy to
The family of Muriel Achterhof 
of Holland, Mich., who died on Friday, 
April 11, 2014. She was 87. 
She was employed as housekeeping 
staff at Hope from 1979 to 1990.
She was preceded in death by her 
husband, Donald Achterhof; parents, 
and parents-in-law; brother, Raymond 
Meyer; and brothers and sisters-in-
law, George Wevers, James Kennedy, 
Ronald Wagenmaker, Joe Achterhof, 
Eugene and Bernice Achterhof, and 
Dale (Arlene) Moulton. 
Survivors include her children, 
Nancy (Robert) Bailey, Dean (Wendy) 
Achterhof, Sheryl Achterhof, Mary 
Baker and Ron (April) Achterhof; 
seven grandchildren; seven great-
grandchildren; sisters, Helen Wevers, 
Kathy Wagenmaker and Norma 
Kennedy; brothers, Lee Meyer and 
Michael (Karen) Meyer; and a sister-in-
law, Lorraine Achterhof.
The family of Brenda Crisp 
of Holland, Mich., who died on 
Wednesday, April 30, 2014.  She was 
56.   
She worked in the Department of 
Education at Hope from 1993 to 2012.
Survivors include her husband of 
39 years, Rick Crisp; children, Thomas 
(Matheus Almeida) Crisp and Ashleigh 
(Alex) Hobart; father, Bruce Poel; 
brother, Brian (Julie) Poel; and sister 
and brothers-in-law, Marcy (Tom) 
Kauffman, Jim Crisp and Brian (Sue) 
Crisp.
The family of Joan Swierenga of 
Holland, Mich., who died on Thursday,  
May 8, 2014.  She 79.
She enjoyed music and was a 
member of many choral groups: the 
Christian Choral Society of Chicago 
and the Apollo Music Club of Chicago, 
who performed at Orchestra Hall with 
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra; the 
Kent University Chorus, in which she 
once performed Verdi’s Requiem under 
conductor Robert Shaw; and the Calvin 
College Radio Choir, Calvin Oratorio 
Society, Evergreen Chorale, Zeeland 
Civic Chorus, and Pillar and Central 
Avenue church choirs.
She was predeceased by her 
parents; infant son, John Robert III; and 
brother-in-law, James A. De Boer.
Survivors include her husband of 
57 years, Robert Swierenga; children, 
Robert Swierenga, Sarah Swierenga 
Jr., Celia (Mark) Groenhout, Daniel 
Swierenga, and Suzanna (Brent) 
Breems; six grandchildren; sister, 
Celia Boomker De Boer; brother, John 
Theodore (Ruth) Boomker; and in-
laws, Raymond (Cynthia) Swierenga, 
Alyce (Dick) Houskamp, Donald (Mary) 
Swierenga, Grace (Gary) Nyland, and 
John (Virginia) Swierenga.
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A Closing Look
 As highlighted earlier in this issue, Hope encourages students to stretch themselves and enrich their 
education by studying abroad.  The college is also itself a study-abroad experience, hosting students from 
around the world, presenting unique opportunities for learning through curricular and co-curricular 
programs alike.
 Sometimes, that happens in ways that natives of the U.S. might take for granted.  For example, Skye 
Inniss of St. James, Barbados, who just completed her freshman year, availed herself of the chance to 
participate in cheerleading.
 “Back home, I didn’t have a cheerleading team,” she said.  “I wanted to get out of my comfort zone and 
try something different.  It’s also been a way to make new friends and meet new people.”
 Her co-curricular experience also connects to her academic interests and future goals.  A dance and 
psychology dual major, she hopes to become a dance therapist and work with children with disabilities.
 (Skye is pictured at the Martha Miller Center for Global Communication, with her nation’s flag at near 









141 E. 12th St.
Holland, MI 49423
CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED
DeWitt Ticket Offi ce 141 E. 12th St. 
Monday - Friday 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Saturday 12:00 PM - Intermission- beginning June 14
Downtown Ticket Offi ce 100 E. 8th St. - Main Level
Next door to the Knickerbocker Theatre
Monday - Friday 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM 
Ticket Offi ce stay open through Intermission of each performance.
For questions or more information email: tickets@hope.edu
Order individual tickets online at hope.edu/hsrt
616.395.7890
Ticket Offi ce Hours
Children’s Performance Troupe
Performed in the DeWitt Studio Theatre
Alexander and the Terrible, 
Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day
10:30 AM - June 25, 27, 30, July 2, 21, 25, 30, August 4, 8
1:30 PM - July 23, 28, August 1, 6
Book and Lyrics by Judith Viorst, Music by Shelly Markham
The Doll People
10:30 AM - July 9, 14, 16, 23, 28, August 1, 6
1:30 PM - July 21, 25, 30, August 4, 8 
By Jahnna Beecham and Malcolm Hillgartner
Adapted from The Doll People  
by Ann M. Martin and Laura Godwin
The Sound of Music
June 13 - August 7
8:00 PM DeWitt Theatre
Music by Richard Rodgers 
Lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein II 
Book by Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse
A Raisin in the Sun
June 18 - July 1
8:00 PM Knickerbocker Theatre
By Lorraine Hansberry
The Matchmaker
July 18 - August 8
8:00 PM DeWitt Theatre
By Thornton Wilder
Hot Mikado
July 11 - August 9
8:00 PM DeWitt Theatre
Book and Lyrics adapted by David H. Bell
Music Adapted and Arranged by Rob Bowman. 
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Hope Summer Repertory Theatre
